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Rev. Taylor Is Evangelist For
Revival At The Memorial Church
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Murray,.Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 23, 1971

Death claimed the life of Mrs.
Leota (Lee) Smith on Thursday.
She was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at three p.m.
Mrs. Smith had become ill on
Tuesday night and was treated at
the emergency room of the local
hospital. Her daughter, Miss
Teresa Smith, was with her on
Thursday when she was stricken
and rushed by ambulance to the
hospital. Her death was reported
to be due to an abdominal obstruction.
The deceased was 49 years of
age and resided at New Concord.
She was born August 17, 1921, and
her mother, Mrs. Bettie Maynard
Oliver of Murray, died November
23, 1969. A son, William Mason,
preceded her in death on October
13, 1956.
Mrs. Smith was a member of
the Hazel Baptist Church. She
was the writer for the column
"Fins 'n Feather", that appeared weekly in the Ledger &
Times.
Survivors are her husband, Ed
Smith of New Concord, an employee of the Ledger & Times;
one daughter, Miss Teresa Smith
of New Concord, a student at
Murray High School; one son,
Richard Hutson, serving with the
United States Marines at Camp
Pendelton, California; one
grandson, William Richard
Hutson.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. H. L.
Lax officiating.
Burial will be in the New
Providence Cemetery with the
arreegassente
gp, BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Thought we would raise the
window last night and get some of
that fresh spring air and we
nearly froze. It started thundering and lightning sometime
during the night and Lady the
inside dog got all shook up and
came over and scratched on the
side of the bed.

We heaved her up onto the bed
and she spent the rest of the night
curled up there. She's scared of
the lightning.

After shivering all night we
finally turned the heat back on
this morning.

If you want to see a pretty sight
irive by the Bank of Murray
Xive-in branch at night and look
it the lights shining on the
Azaleas.

Big old Rabbit out back with legs
3 foot long "walking" awkwardly. He's built for running,
lot walking.

Just like the Yellow Shafted
Flicker. Tie's built for hanging on
the &idiot a tree, not walking in
the grass.

Rev. Howard Tod)(
Taylor of
Alton, Ill., will be the evangelist
for revival services April 26-May
2 at Memorial Baptist Church,
Main at Tenth in Murray, Services will be held each night4at
7:30 and early morning services
will be conducted Tuesday
through Friday at seven o'clock.

Widening Of Doran
Road Urged-Council

denomination in a number of
strategic state and natiosiel
positions. He is presently wars*
his sixth year as the IMMO
representative on the Foreign
Mission Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention. He serves on
the executive committee of the
Illinois organization of Church
Action on Alcohol Problems.
Set Clock Up 1
The guest evangelist is a native
The theme of these services in
Saturday Night
of Southern Illinois. He was "Christ Gives Joy - Try His
ordained at Valier, Illinois, at Way". A free nursery, staffed
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
the age of 21 and since that time with experienced and competent
hour of sleep you gained last
has preached in revival frorr workers will be provided each
October will be lost Saturday
to coast in the United States. He night for children birth through
The Murray City Council last items and they were acvvpted by
night as daylight savings time
evangelistic
has also preached in
three, a church spokesman said.
peta
ion urging the council.
night
passed a resol
goes into effect.
crusades in Alaska, Jamaica, Rev., Taylor is known as a fine
Highway
rtment to The above purchases were
the
State
The official time change
Hawaii,
South
America,
Trinidad
pastor,
his
preacher
and
the new purchased and paid for by the
Four members of the Calloway
comes at 2 a.m. Sunday-in most widen Doran Road befke
systems involved with none of the
and
Venezulala.
He
has
served
as
are
marked
by
faithful
messages
next
Nrail.
school
opens
high
c,
County High School Speech team
states.
funds coming from the general
crusades and has Bibical exhortation, and pracdirector
of
14
points
out
that
The
resolution
participated in the Kentucky
traveled extensively throughout tical admonination, blended with
the southwest portion of the city fund of the city.
High School Speech Tournament
Willard Ails appeared before
the world, being on every cone bits of homely humor and enIs rapidly growing and expa
and
20,
held
at
the
April 19
the council and urged the
He thusiasm, and we are happy to
Australia.
except
tinent
County
Judge
school
is
Robert
the
new
high
0.
and
that
Miller
Kentucky,
of
University
cooperation of the council in the
recently returned from another invite everyone to these special presented
James
located in this area also.
Rudy
Lexington.
crusade in Jamaica. services," says Memorial Allbritten, left, outgoing chair- Two persons, injured in ac- The resolution says that current drug education program
evangelistic
The four participants from
Rev. Taylor has served his Pastor, Jerrell White.
man of the Murray-Calloway cidents, were treated at the "Doran Road from Kentucky now underway. He pointed out
Calloway were Barbara Brittian,
County
Hospital and Con- emergency room of the Murray- Highway 94 to the Wiswell Road that a program is scheduled for
Katie Kemp, Laura Sills and
velesceot
Board of Calloway County Hospital on is too narrow to adequately and tomorrow night at the MSU
Doris Turner. Calloway County
safely carry the traffic thereon auditorium involving a number of
Commissioners
with
a
g'avel at Wednesday and Thursday.
received two superior ratings,
talent acts with all proceeds
a
token
of
appreciation
he
fine
Larry Edward Smith of Nash- and such additional traffic as will
one excellent and one good
leadership
during the past year. ville, Tenn., was treated for be necessitated by present and going toward the drug education
rating.
future development of said program. State Senator Carroll
Barbara Brittain and Katie
Randall Patterson is now multiple contusions on Wed- area".
Hubbard will be on the program,
Kemp were rated superior in
chairman of the board, Duff nesday at 3:30 p.m. He was
Representative Guy
State
reported injured in a truck ac- The council urges in the
Interpretation of Prose and
Lovins, Mayor Holmes Ellis and
Honors Day at Murray State see part of the program because !rein is vice-chairman, and
cident.
Poetry. Doris Turner received University-a program held each
they had not made allowance for Mayor Holmes Ellis is secretary. Thursday morning at 1:15 resolution that the State Highway others. About twenty talent acts
Department increases the width are scheduled. Ails asked that as
an excellent rating in Dramatic spring to recognize outstanding the shift in time," he added.
treasurer. Other members of the
Interpretation and Laura Sills students on the campus-is Parents Of students to be nine member board are Judge Dixie Johnson of Hster Hall of Doran Road for its entire many of the council as possible be
State length.
was rated good in Original scheduled for 2 p.m. 1CDT) recognized on stage have been Miller, Nat Ryan Hughes, James Dormitory, Murray
present.
University, was treated for a The Murray Planning Comoratory
invitation
by
personal
Rudy
extended
a
Allbritten,
Leonard
The second reading of an orSunday, April 25,
in the
bump on the head. She was mission is also taking action to
Speech and Debate Couch university auditorium.
Dr. Harry M . Sparks, university Vaughn, James Garrison, and
reported to have been involved in urge the widening of the road. (Continued on Page Twelve
Larry England attended the
, .ranam Fenner.
More than 200 individual president.
an automobile accident.
tournament with the Calloway
The long range traffic plan of the
students who have distinguished
County Students
Carlyle,
city includes the widening of this
Hutchinson
of
Randy
themselves by academic and
road but the construction of the
leadership excellence will Ill., senior president of the
new Murray High School has
receive grants, cash awards, student government, will preside
brought about an immediate need
certificates
and
citations during the honors program.
for the widening.
Sparks will welcome guests k
presented by the university and
The road is fairly narrow and it
various campus honorary and the campus. Dr. William G
Read, rice president
for The Gamma Gamma Chapter Tony and Gary McClure, Paul is anticipated with the greatly
organizations.
'Scholastic
The Calloway County Post 5638
Beta sigma Phi will
Dr. Tom Morgan of Murray
be Guy, Becky Hogancamp, Gem increased traffic on the road that
One of the largest crowds ever academic affairs, the academic
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
deans
and
departmental sponsoring the first area-wide Cleaver, - Double Reflection accidents will occur frequently. State University, who has
attend
Honors
Day
ceremonies
is
will meet on Monday evening
chairman will also participate
'talent Show of its kind in Band, titirel Guy, Gene Watson, New traffic problems will be completed his Ph.D degree from
April 26 at 7 30 o'clock for a predicted by Charles L. Eldridge, the program.
State
University,
director
of
school
relations
Calloway County, according to a Bobby Jones, Rhythm Ramblers posed at Doran Road and High- Florida
and
"dutch" dinner. Items to be
Harmonnettes, Bobby way 94 intersection, Doran Road presented a program taken from
Band,
The
honored
are
chairman
of.
the
Among
those
to
be
the
chapter.
Honors
spokesman
for
Day
discussed include the monthly
the outstanding senior man and
The show will be held on Garrison, Sharon Buchanan, Jill and the Vyiswell Road, Sycamore his dissertation on the "Conmeetings, veterans benefits and committee.
tribution of Nathan B. Stubseven p.m. Shroat, the Watchwood Band, and South 161h Street.
community service programs. However, he urged people who woman, students named to Saturday, April 24, at
McNabb, Mark Etherton, In other action several pur- blefield to Wireless Corri`are
planning
University
War&
to
-Who's
Who
in
American
attend
to
State
take
Murray
the
M
The local VFW club was 25
note of the change from standard Colleges and Universities" the auditorium. Tickets are one Doti Liunpkins,and the Kentucky chases were made by the Murray munication" at the regular
years old last February.
Natural Gas System, the Murray meeting of the Kiwanis Club
time to daylight saving time ideal freshman woman, student dollar per person will be on sale Valley Boys.
government award recipients at the door, and the proceeds, Ails said that State Senator Water az Sewer System, and the Thursday night at the Woman's
John D. Williams, Commander begenning April 25.
city.
Clubhouse.
'of Post 5638, urges all interested "It would be unfortunate if and students with scholastic after prizes and expenses, will be Carroll Hubbard:Jr.. will speak
purchased The speaker traced the work
Two
new
cars
were
some
of
the
parents
and
standing
of
3.3
or
better
of
a
friends
to the Calloway County explaining the Importance of
veterans to attend this dinner.
done by Stubblefield throughout
Council on Drug Education, drug education to the,citizens at for the superintendents of the gas
and water systems to replace the his life time and told of his own
Willard Alls, Chairman.
the school. He alseannounced
Fords now in use. interviews with Bernard StubOver thirty varlet are that the drug council will have a two 1968
Parker
Ford
was the low bidder blefield, Nathan's son, in
scheduled to appear in the show. booth in the lobby of the
with the price of $4,149.86 with Florence, Mississippi.
His
They include Denise Darnall and auditorium diwing the talent
trade. Taylor Motors bid $4,723.82 transmit the human voice
the Teen Folk, Bod Adlick, Paul show. council members will be
and Dwain Taylor Chevrolet bid without wires and his principlerr
Karnes, Kent ,Bucy, Rock on hand to discuss projects and
are used today to transmit
$4,778.10.
House Creek tprising Ban programs with anyone inThe gas system purchased a messages between missile
The associational meeting of
BY ROBERT P. DALTON
approved by the Legislature Melissa Hale, Randy Lee and wrested.
new air compressor for use in launching sites.
the Woman's Missionary Union of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) - gives the governik authorit to Janey Kelso, Velvet Leaf Band, Governor Lowe B. Nunn has their work. Bids were taken on
President Durwood Beatty
the Blood River Baptist Gov. Louie B. Nunn has approved use any available funds for the
the.,Gamma Gamma buying the compressor outright presided at the meeting. The
conunended
Association will be held at the $1.96 million to be set aside by minimum foundation prodram
chapter for their efforts and the and also with the trade-in of the program was introduced by
First Baptist Church, Murray, on the Finance Department for the should the actual cost of the
Calloway County Council on Drag old compressor. Braifdeis Harold Eversmeyer.
Monday, April 26, at seven p.m. state Minimum Foundation proraam exceed the amount'
Echitation for the variouS Machinery & Supply won the low
Willard Ails announced that
Program for education to meet appropriated.
programs they have presented. bid of $2580 with trade. Other bids Senator Carroll Hubbard,
'Special speakers will include expanded costs in pupil tran- Nunn's statement on the fun&
The Murray Music Teachers The governor has sent a letter to were Whayrie Supply Company 'Representative Guy Lovins
Miss Belinda Ball, summer sportation.
Thursday said. This action' Association presented a recital Ails to be read publicly at the $4923.37; Central Supply & Mayor Ellis, as well as nine otstudent missionary, and William The $1..96 million was coupled 2ould not have been possible
by piano students on ApriI21;the talent show on Saturday evening. Equipment $3500.00'and Ken- ther state representatives • will
C. Benton, consultant oh 'In- with $2.59 million
that was without the Healthy economiC third such recital given by 'the The Drug ..Council and tucky Machinery, Inc. $5455.
attend the Talent Show to be
ternational Student Ministry in restored to the budget this spring climate which
has been Association this season.
Gamma sorority The gas system also purchased presented Saturday night at the
Gamma
the Student Department of the For a total of $4.5
million in ad- generated by the present Kew, Held in the Fine ArIS.,chapter has expressed thanks for
School Board at Nashville, Tenn. ditional funds for state
a new trenching machine for the university School Auditorium,
aid to Lucky tax structure "
Department of Murray State, the services donated to Valentine
laying of natural gas pipe. :The April 24, with,the proceeds going
education.
He said, "Present economic program featured advanced
Printing Company, H. C. K.
only bid was from Ditch Winih for o the drug education program The aspociation is composed of The budget cut was made last trends assure that the state's students of local piano teachers Iiivestment Corp.. Murray
A mobile
the price of
Guests at the meeting were DrAugust
when
collections
tax
revenue
general
fund
receipts
fell
and
students
wir
those
Ellis
included
Baptist churches in Calloway and
Natural Gas System, Dave
system was Bill Simson, Ralph Thomas.
s
radio
for
behind
estimate
official
exceed
the
estimates.
will
The
cut
was 1.1
will play in the Kentucky Music for serving as M. C, of the show,
Marshall Counties. The public is
from Motorola with a James Moore and Joe Cole frost
$569 million."
Teachers Association district and to the persons who have
invited to attend, according to a per cent of the budget amounts
$804.04. Only the two bids Mayfield and Martin Boyd, son(
for
all
State
Revenue
Commissioner
state
agencies.
Piano
tickets
Festival
Contest
which
will
their
WMU spokesman.
already purchased
were received on the last two of William Boyd.
The budget appropriation bill (Continued on Page Twelve )
take place on Saturday, April 24,
in Murray
Performing in the recital were
Larry
Robinson, 'Becky
Hogancamp, David, Sims, Peggy
Visher, Beverly Parker, Freya
Larson,
Debbie Lee, Cathy
Mitchell, Chuck Hussung, Kip
Mason, Suzanne Jones and Susan
Hainsworth of Murray, Debbie
Jenkins of Calvert City, and Ellen
Burnett of Mayfield.
Participating teachers were
Mrs. Joan Bowker,. Mrs. Larrie
Clark, Mrs. Robert Johnson,
Mrs. Neale B. Mason, M'
Lillian Watters, and Mrs. J
*inter.

Heavy Traffic Flow
Anticipated In Fall

Two Students
Rate Superior

1

VFW Post To Have
Dinner Meet Monday

To Feature Over Thirty Entries

Tom Morgan
Speaker For
Kiwanis Club

1.96 Million Approved
For Foundation Program

Recital Presented
By Music Students

r

Now, here's an interesting
statement we gleaned from the
Dawson Springs Progress.

AN article entitled "I Believe:"
was published in the April issue
of the American Forests
magazine.
The article was originally
Mayor Holmes Ellis, in the center et the photograph, opens the new Begky Drug Store this morn
written by John D. Rockefeller at 9:00
o'clock for the two day Grand opening festivities. From left to right are Ken Tuckswliii4Jr. This column is republishing it macist
and store manager, Mr. Robert Begley, Sr., Miss Kathy Woods, representin "Top Vol*
in full below .
Stamps, Mayor Ellis, Robert Begley, and Tony Karambellas, District Supervisor.
tore will Ore
the
supreme
worth.
"1 bell-eve in
many prizes for the two day Grand Opening including 175,000 Top Value stamps.
Continued on Nage VWelvel tilt
Staff Pho
y Gene McCuichcod

Kentucky:,/ Mostly cloudy
rday.
through
Scattered
Thunderstorms west
east • ay, spreading over the
e today and showirg and
mierstorrns likely tonight and
in east portion Saturda
.A.. Turning cooler Saturday. "ligh
lows AopAgiti'and Saturday
mostly in 40s1"-Highs Fridfy In
the 60s; Highs Saturday'mostly in
low 60.

OUT FOR A MOVIE. . . Members of the Scabbard and Blade Society of Murray State University's
ROTC department treated the children from the local Headstart Program to a matinee this week.
The Satiety in cooperation with Salem Cinema II provided passes for them to see "Peter Pan."
Is
the back ire (from left) Chris Comer, Murray, cadet project officer, Stan Jansuz, manager of*
theatre; Gordon Rodell, Flaber, 111.. and Clifford White, Mori-istown, N J
Photo by R. D. Kirkland)
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIIIDGE:10•TIMM MI
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ben Rhea, age 91 who died today, and
Bill Paschall. age 47, who died April 21.
Jill Tucker and William Ross were named district winners at
the 4-H Club demonstrations held at Mayfield.
'Three Brick Homes Built After The Turn of The Century Hold
Much of Murray History" is the headline on a feature story by Dr.
Hugh McElrath published in the Ledger &
Miss Pat Beale and Miss Mary Leslie Erwin, both of Murray,
were finalists in the "Miss Body Beautiful" contest held at the
1961 Water Carnival at Murray State College. Gayl Herrington of
Louisville was the winner.

20 Years Ago Today
LIDGIR•TIKES 711.1
Pvt. Ted J. Barnett and Pvt. Rupert Parks, Jr., are completing
their Air Froce basic training at Lackland Air Froce Base, Texas.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of the Murray Rotary Club, will
be on the program of the meeting of the Western Kentucky
Rotarians being held at Kentucky Darn State Park.
Officers of the Almo School PTA are Mrs. John Grogan,
president, Mrs. Virginia Herndon, vice-president, and Mrs. Ray
Ross, secretary-treasurer.
Jacqueline C. Miller of Murray Route Three has been appointed
a second lieutenant in the Women's Medical Specialist Corps. She
is at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.

IlibleThoughtfor Today
Beissid, I am the Lord, the God of flesh: is there anything too
hard for me?—Jeremiak
- All things are possible through Christ our Lord: rely not on your
own understanding,for God will help you in all things, if you trust
Him.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If you believe that Adam and Eve lived and were
driven from Paradisg; then you must despise
Adam--not because he fell for Eve's line, but
because all he got for it was an apple that turned
sour.

Poetically
Speaking

MN,ItZlihNI =UAWii
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US Au NoArA,

once in the back in a robbery
at a nearby Downey supermarket. The suspect escaped
with $5,000. Moore told police
the suspect in that holdup was
Baserto.
MUSKIE RAPS PIPELINE
WASHINGTON
I UPI)—Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
has asked President Nixon to
turn down a requested construction permit for the controversial Alaska oil pipeline.
Muskie said Nixon should act
',if we are to prevent grave
environmental damage to the
lands the pipeline would
traverse, the fishing resources
of Prince William Sound and
the waters of the Northern
Pacific on which the oil would
inevitably spill.'

Today 3:30, 7:15, 9:45
Sat. 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
'Sun. 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

*Nominated for 10 Academy Awards*

See HELEN HAYES,
Winner Best Supporting Actress

11

VA,uzal Mil"..4.4.1.1Xii
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
us GAP wool,
.

Eve. 7:30 & 9:10

ADULTS ONLY

They'll do everything possible
in every possible way.
Vak4

COLOR astwA•tow•wunlet
They make a boy into a
man and a girl into a
corpse, and they always
Mile out on top
Saturda Plus Sunday 2:15, 355. 5:35,

1
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TOM PERKINS

PEOPLE AND FISH ARE A LOT ALIKE
Dad said if you are going to talk about something it helps to
have good illustrations, and the best illustrations, for just about
anything, are provided by nature. Dad said he wasn't sure if we
used nature to substantiate our stories or substantiated nature
with our stories. The point that Dad is raising is which came first
our understanding of nature through stories or our understanding
of stories through nature. My Dad is one of those fine men that can
convert time into words and words into nothing. Or at least that's
what Mom said. She said, "Dad, bless your hide, you sould like
you ain't got nothing to say when you talk like that."
Dad looked pious and patient and said, "Mother, maybe you
need it said just a little clearer. Perhaps you will understand this,
Dad continued. Now take a Carp fish. A Carp has a big body and a
little mouth and most folks don't pay him much mind. A Bass has
a big body and a big mouth and lots of folks think he's really
something. On the other hand, a Mud Cat has a little body and a
big mouth, and he's by far the most common among the average
folks." Mom looked like she wasn't getting the point so Dad added, "And people are a lot like fish."
Mama looked at Dad like he had nothing breath, and Dad just
about gave up trying to get through to her. But on second thought
Dad said that even fish wouldn't get into trouble if they kept their
mouth shut. Mama said, "Now that's a saying I've heard all my
life and I agree with you."
I'm little and I agree with Dad too, but I never could decide
which was getting the fish in the most trouble, his mouth or. his
appetite.

Lindbergh say "It is obvious
The Almanac
By United Press International that England is losing the
The
noted
aviator
Today is Friday, April 23, the war."
opposed American entry into
113th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last World War II.
In 1965 more than 200 U.S
quarter and new phase.
The
morning
stars
are planes struck North Vietnam in
Mercury, Venus, Mars and one of the biggest raids of the
war.
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are A thought for today:
Greek
under the sign of Taurus.
poet Horace said, "The brief
William Shakespeare
was span of life forbids us to
born April 23, 1564.
cherish a long hope "
On this day in history:
In 1898 the U.S. government
asked for 125,000'volunteers to
•
fight against Spain in Cuba.
In 1917 almost every performer stepped forward at a mass
meeting when asked to volunteer to entertain the troops
werseas in World War I.
In 1941 thousands attending
an America First rally in New
York
City
heard
Charles

!

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-1271
[ * PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It—We Will Qet It —Or It Can't Be Had
OUTSTANDING SENIORS AT MURRAY STATE—Sherri
Uxbridge of Madisonville and Randy Hutchinson of Carylye,
have been chosen as the outstanding senior woman and outstanding senior man at Murray State University. They will be
presented the coveted awards during the annual Honors Day
program on the campus at 2 p.m.(CDT) Sunday, April 25. Miss
Lochridge is a home economics and physical education major,
while Hutchinson, who served as student government president
during the year, has majors In political science and speech.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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NO LONGER

Taxpayers Ask IRS

Samson
was strong
in wrong.
Yet his
mightiest might
was in
God's light.

This _column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

The pain
of shame
surrounds
his name
NO LONGER.
—Thomas 0. Perkins

THE PROMISE
With Spring comes the promise,
Of Hope, Life, and Love.
From our dear Saviour,
Who reigns with God above
So when we think of Easter.
that resurrection day.
May we remember Jesus,
who washed our sins away.

"Adam and Eve had many advantages, but the
principal one was that they excaped teething."
—Mark Twain
HOLDUP FOILED
HIGHLAND PARK, Calif.
(UPI) — An armored truck
guard who was wounded during
a holdup last summer by a
burly man shot and killed the
same man Wednesday in a
second robbery attempt.
The guard, Herschel Moore,
34, emerged with an undisclosed amount of cash from a
supermarket's cashier office
when the suspect fired one shot,
authorities said.
Moore returned the fire and
fatally wounded Roberto Baserto, 38, a 1969 fugitive, from the
Chino, Calif., jail for men.
Police said he had been
convicted in 1965 for robbing
another armored truck and was
serving a sentence for that
.crime when he escaped.
Last July MoOre was shot

FRIDAY—APRIL 23, 1971

by Grace Minos

EASTER
Easter is Spring time
with pretty new shoes
With flowers in bloom
and candy eggs too.
But Easter is Jesus,
who died for our sins.
The promise of Life.
He Liveth again.
by Grace Mattes

THE
FAMILY LAWYER
Rights of the Unborn
There was no doubt that the
truck driver was to blame for-the
collusion at a downtown intersection. And there was no doubt
that the trucking company was
liable for injuries suffered by the
expectant mother in the other car.
But later, the woman's baby
was born blind. Was the trucking
company liable for that too?

Q) If I file my income tax
return by the April 15th due
date, but do not pay the balance due, will I have to pay
interest
Yes. You must pay in
rest at the rate of six perent a year on taxes not paid
the due date: In addition a
penalty of one-half of one pm-ci,nt is imposed for each
m,nth, or part of a month, beyond the due elate (determined
with regard to any extension
of time for filing that the tax
remain, unpaid. The maximum Pr natty for late payment
is 25 percent.

chance are not deductiote as
contributions. They are gambling losses, which can only be
deducted to the extent of any
gambling winnings if you
itemize deductions.
Q) Is there a change in the
tax law that affects people who
lad long-term capital losses?

A) Yes. Net-long-term callzki•
tat Iesaes may be deducted
from income, other than capital gains, at only 50 cen4 on
the dollar. Just as you ivoulc
reduce a neclong-thrrn capital
gain by 50 rcent when adding it to income, you now reduce, a net long-term capital
loss by 50 percent before deducting it from income.
Q) Are life insurance preThe maximum deduction for
miums deductible as a medical capital losses is the lowest of:,
expense on my income tax reit taxable income for the
turn?
year without regard to either
A I No. Premiums on life capital gains and losses or deinsurance policies, ,as well as ductions for personal exempthose providing reimbursement tions (or adjusted gross infor loss of earnings or acci- come if you use a tax table),
2) $1,000 or
dental loss of life, limb, sight,
etc. cannot be included in
3) "net capital loss."
medical expenses.
Qt If you has*. the Internal
CI) I bought a tractor in
March, 1966 and used a 10-year Resenue Sers ice compute your
estimated useful life in com- tax and owe a balance doe,
puting my investmel credit. when must this be Paid?
Last year, I traded it n for a
A) Within 30 days of the
more expensive one. Do I have date IRS issues the notice of
investprior-year
my
add
to
the- amount due or April 16,
ment credit to my 1970 tax lisii 1971, whichever is later._
bility
)

will have to recomAYou
?
Q) I worked for two employpute the credit you took on the ers during 1970 and overpaid
old tractor using the actual 4- my Social Security Tax. Can I
year useful- life. Since you get a refund of this
tax on my
traded for a new tractor that income
tax return?
would have qualified for an investment credit had the law
A) If you worked for two
or more employers in
not been repealed, you may received more than 1970 and
$7,800 in
compute a credit on the new
tractor. However, the credit on wages subject to social security tax, you are
the new tractor may only -be claim the social entitled to
tax'
used to reduce or cancel that withheld in excesssecurity
of $374.40
part of the credit on the old as a
credit against your intractor, which has to be added
come tax. If you file a joint
back to your tax.
For more information, see return, separate computations
Publication 572, "Tax Infor- must be made for you and
mation on Investment Credit," your wife. See page seven of
available free from your local your tax form lnst1uctlosis foe
details on how to mputa the
IRS office.
credit. 4

child has become "viable." Courts
have decided it is fairer to put
some burden on the defendant
than to leave the child- uncOm.
pgnsated for a real handicap.
However, it is not always clear
that the accident truly did cause
(he shild's affliction. In another
rase, a child was born mentally
retarded after his' mother had
been hit by-5 careless motorist.
But this time, there was no
clear evidence connecting the two
events Refusing to hold the moQ) I have two jobs and use
torist liable, the court said a
damage award would have been my ear to drive from one place
based "not on facts but on con- of employment to another. Can
11 deduct the cost of operating
jecture."
More unusual was the claim and maintainigg my car for
brought on behalf of an illegiti, this purpose as an employee
mate child against his own father, ,travel expense?
seeking damages for the "shame" •
A) 7111 If you work in two
of his birth.
But the court saw this as a places in one day, you may &forerunner of countless lawsuits duet the expenses of getting
In a court hearing, the com- by disgruntled children against from one place to the oth.,r
However, if for personal reapany said a child could not col- their parents:
lect damages for tomething that
"One might seek damages h., sons, you do not go directly
,happened before .it was even being horn of a certain color from one location to the other,
bow Yet. the court held the at-Wither because of race; one fop you may deduct -only the
company legally responsible for being horn with a hereditary dis anstiunt it would have cost you
the child's. blindness. The.. judge ease, another for inhenting
to go directly from the first
said:
fortunate family chatactcristics place of employment to the
-There should be a legal right one for being horn - into a Lap second place of employment.
in the newborn child to begin • and destitute fanijly, another he
life with a sound body."
Cause a naive has an,unsaseers
Q) I bought a raffle ticket
This viewpoint; while .nit 111H- reputation.""
Versally accepted, is steadily gain- . Fearing to throw open a Par, from a charity. Can I deduct
ing favor -at least, if the acci- dora's hox of htigation, the coo, this as a charitable contribudent lakes place After the unborn decided to turn the claim down tion?
.‘ No. Amounts you pay
An American Bar Association otablie service feamiviss,Wilt FIcritard for raffle tickets, to play bingo,
or engage in other games of
1)11, rh. lot 14.1i 5•-is 4110,,
11

AIRPOT FUND-RAISING
BOSTON (UPI) —St. Peter's
School didn't just want to wash
cars to raise money for its
recreation
fund. Students
washed a 707 jetliner instead.
"They did a fine job," said
BOAC Chief Engineer Rennew
uld Rolf after the 80 seventhand eighth-graders swarmed
over the plane with detergent,
mops, and other cleaning
equipment supplied by the
airline, which paid them $150
Wednesday.
The students scrubbed and
polished all but a small part of
the tail section which rises 40
feet into the air. BOAC's
banned
insurance company
them froin climbing up there.
The shiny jetliner, which
arrived at Logan International
Airport from Detroit earlier in
the day, then totk off _for
I ondon .
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PAGE THREE

Signing for Chamberlain, Miss Spratt
Ali Fight Is Postponed Gives WKHA
Program

FRIDAY—APRIL 23 1971

Carlton Throws Fouth Straight
Victory For Cardinals Thursday

By DARRELL MACK
fastballs this year. Last year in the ninth inning. Joe Torre
By FRED MclatAIVE
Astrodome parking lot and
UPI Sports Writer
I'd hang a curve or a slider and singled home what proved to be
UPI Sports Writer
not to
advised
Chamberlain
HOUSTON (UPI) — Wilt
Steve Carlton has figured out one inning would beat me. I the winning run for St. Louis in
tax
was
$500,000
the
unless
sig
a
Chamberlain's chances of begave
Spratt,
Karen
his pitching problem. It was threw too many breaking balls. the fifth.
free.
coming a pro fighter depend on
demonstration on "Showmanship
a case of too many When you keep losing, you lose
simply
the
promoters,
surprised
Willie Stargell continued his
The
his ability to negotiate a halfHalter" at the Wrangler 4-H
confidence. I've discarded the assault on Atlanta pitching by
pitches in his repertoire.
who lost the Ali-Joe at
ones
RICHMAN
same
MILTON
By
would've been a phenomenon of
million dollar contract with
Club meeting Tuesday night. She
The 26-year-old lefthander of slider. It's a different year. I cracking his 10th homer as the
Frazier fight to a last minute
UPI Sports Writer
sports. I make appearances in
officials of the Astrodome.
brought out how to hold a lead
St. Louis Cardinals, who forgot about last year."
the
(UPI)—Lew
Jack
by
backed
Pirates defeated the Braves.
bid
YORK
NEW
night clubs and supermarkets,
The officials. were ready $5 million
how to show when the judge
In the only other National Stargell's homer was his eighth
lost 19 games last season after
Chamber- and why do
Cooke of Los Angeles, rope,
Kent
Wilt
thinks
Alcindor
so many people
Thursday to announce a 12Is looking at your horse, and one
winning 17 the year before, League garnes Thursday, Pit- in six games against the
wouldn't agree to new demade the right move.
come to see me? They wanrui
round fight between the 7-2, 275most important things in lain
up six hits Thursday night tsburgh beat Atlanta, 7-4, and Braves, and it tied him with
gave
ROA
mands. All was guaranteed only of the
didn't
"He's lucky he
see sornething they've never
Found basketball star and the 6showmanship at halter is the
for his fourth consecutive Houston defeated Chicago, 6-1. Cincinnati's Tony Perez and
"Will seen
$403,000 tax free because the
says.
Alcindor
Ali,"
before. Anyway, I'd be
2, 215-pound Muhammad Ali,
appearance of the person leading
victory as he pitched the The White Sox topped Milwauk- Baltimore's Frank Robinson for
government will take 60 per
taken a licking."
glad to-fight either one of them
the former heavywaisht chamhorse, proper dress, western would've
to a 5-2 victory over ee, 4-2, and Oakland whipped most home runs during the
7400t-2
Cardinals
cent of his puree in income tax. the
the
Ed Carmel says
for a million dollars."
pion, in the Astrodoraie July Z.
or english and good posture was
California, 7-3, in American month of April. Earl Williams
the Philadelphia Phillies.
wrong.
dead
wrong,
is
Alcindor
The fighters agreed to terms in
After keeping reporters, some one of the main things a judge
That fight doesn't figure ever It was Carlton's third com- League games.
with
hit his fourth homer for the
go
to
got
I've
time
This
February.
from as far away as New York, looks for in this class, according
to take place either.
Carlton, who did not ,win his Braves.
plete game performance, and
Carmel. His height has a
Ed
Jack
Ali, 29, also known as Cassius waiting
minutes,
75
to Karen.
Ed Carmel isn't as fast as All he claims the reason for his fourth game until Junel 21 last "I could care less about the
little to do with it.
Clay, was to receive $1 million O'Connell of the Astrodome
Dr. Elwood Brown gave a
%the or Chamberlain although he has good start is that he's stopped year, walked two and. struck home run record," said Starand
feet
9
is
Carmel
Ed
or 45 per cent of the revenue, announced the postponement of demonstration at the April 6th
He's the tall** heft watching himself lately. using the slider entirely and is out five in besting Jim Bunning, gel. "What happens if I break
whichever was larger, and the signing. O'Connell, pres- meeting of the 4-H club on how to of an inch tall.
All the Phillies' hits were the record except my name
on a 25,000 calorie-a-day throwing mostly fastballs.
around in the
find
could
I
guy
Chamberlain, almost 35, was to ident of Astrodome Champion- Worm a horse by the tubing
he Mid diet," he says. "I've slimmed "I'm throwing a lot more singles and three of those came goes in the record book?
and
vicinity
immediate
receive $500,000 or 25 per cent ship Enterprises, Inc., the fight method. Graves Burkeen's horse
What'll they do, put up a big
to bother looking down to 460 pounds."
of the receipts.
promoters for the Astrodome, was used for the demonstration. me not
While he was talking with me
the
statue?"
he's
because
anymore
for
A few minutes before the 3 said there was a 50-50 chance
Final plans were made
Carmel was taking apart what
Larry Dierker turned in a
tallest guy who ever lived.
p.m. news conference and the fight would still be held.
the 4-H Club horse show to be held
height he seemed to be a 10-pound T-bone
five-hitter and Bob Watson hit
that
at
Naturally,
signing ceremony was to start
Saturday.
steak and when I asked him
his third homer as the Astros
He planned to return to The Wrangler 4-H club has had more than a speck of
in the plush Astrodome Club,
excitement what he was eating, he took a
beat the Cubs for the fourth
the
all
in
interest
the
making
after
negotiations
Chamberlain's accountant argrown since it was organized with
big swallow and said:
time this season. Dierker lost
that proposed fight that
riyed by helicopter on the announcement to newsmen. But six members to a present over
"My heart out. I wish Clay
his shutout in the ninth, but he
Chamberlain and his advisers enrollment of 20 members. never came off, the one that
iarrow and you don't have
By JOE ST. AMANT
would've agreed to fight me
pitched his way out of a none
left before O'Connell could Sixteen of the twenty were fell through in Houston between
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif. mouth driving room."
instead of Chamberlain. I
out, bases loaded jam to record
return to thefn. O'Connell said present at the Tuesday meeting. 6-foot-2 Muhammad All, or
(UPI)--Jack Nicklaus and Mil- On 16, Barber was in the his second victory against no
wouldn't
have
out.
backed
Look
people
some
no further negotiating sessions They were: Pat Ross, Bobby Cassius Clay as
ler Barber tied for the first right rough with his tee shot.
losses.
and 7-foot-2 Wilt at all the money we would've
were scheduled.
Ross, Joe Ross, Timmy Ross, still call him,
round lead Thursday in the He used an eight iron to get
made."
Carlos May cracked a threeChamberlain.
Chamberlain, a star for Karen McCuiston, Diane Mcof
Tournament
MONY
$165,000
was
and
back on the fairway
But that's the way the ball
run homer in the eighth inning
Cooke's Los Angeles Lakers, Cuiston, Phil McCuiston, Ricky "Next to me Chamberlain is
threeChampions, shooting
short of the green.
bounces.
to offset four White Sox errors
has had only a dozen fights, all Williams, Karen Spratt, Morris a dwarf," says Eb Carmel.
Apart from all other consider- under-par 69s on a golf course He bogeyed the 18th, a par and enable Chicago to defeat
than
taller
feet
two
nearly
"I'm
as an amateur more than 15 Dunn, Mark Carroll, Keith
the
in
grass
high
the
where
was
he
when
hole,
428-yard
four
ations, it may be a source of
Milwaukee for the second
years ago, but he has often Wicker, Mike Thomas, Sherry he is, but I think he would've
satisfaction to Chamberlain to rough victimized many of the in the rough again.
straight day. Ed Herrmann also
talked of fighting. He first Thomas, Lee Anna Dick, and beaten Clay if he had used his
One of Nicklaus' bogeys was homered for the White Sox.
know that Carmel would've pros.
challenged All on a television Emily Byrn. Refreshments were height advantage. Chamberlain
Narrow fairways and a on 18 and he said, "I was in the
been
he
had
rooting
him
for
has
also
Vida Blue became the AL's
he
big,
very
is
not only
show four years ago and All furnished by the McCuistons.
high in rough and it was about a foot
That's gone through with that bout rough, 8 to 12, inches
four-game winner as he
first
coordination.
tremendous
thought he was kidding.
will
meeting
The next regular
with Clay. Chamberlain once spots, penalized those who wer deep."
pitched a five-hitter and struck
very important, too."
the
at
1,
May
night,
Monday
be
only
and
tee
the
Nicklaus
from
of
wild
back
stroke
When All learned Chamberolder was quoted as saying "nobody
out nine for Oakland. The
the leaders Gary and Carmel is 30—"a little
eight from the field of 35 broke and', Barber at 70 were three
lain was serious All said they home of
little younger loves Goliath" but if he said
Athletics batted around in the
a
and
Clay
than
Wicker.
par. Another four matched 36-36 proe—Frank Beard, the defendstarted to work out the details, Betty
fifth inning to score five runs,
than Chamberlain"—and for that he never reckoned with Ed
—72 on the 7,114-yard La Costa ing champion who had 36-34;
but he was convicted of
with Rick Monday contributing
eight years he worked as the Carmel.
George Knudson, 35-35, and a two-run single to the rally.
Country Club course.
"Anytime
David
up
goes
refusing military induction beRingling
giant for
circus
Nicklaus was in the rough Gary Player, the 1969 T of C
fore anything was announced.
Jim Spencer hit a homer for
Brothers and Barnum & Bailey. against Goliath I root for
almost every winner, 34-36.
After All resumed fighting,
and Goliath," says the out-sized from the tee on
California.
Clay
seen
has
He
six
with
34-35-69
shot
-He
hole.
the two met in February and
Chamberlain do their individual New Yorker. "We traced our
agreed to the terms which were By United Press International things and has a mutual family tree back once and birdies and three bogeys. He
National League
discovered th* I'm a descen- was five under after 14 holes
to be announced Thursday. It
respect for both.
East
dant of his. Goliath was a but then got two bogeys in a
would have been a championmouth
lotta
a
mostly
is
"Clay
row.
W. L. Pct. GB
ship fight in the Dome this
and Chamberlain, if he ever Philistine but he was a good
"I think this golf course is
10 6 .625
summer if All had defeated Joe St. Louis
learned how to take a foul shot family man, a kind man who
9 6 .600 vs he might be good," Carmel always gave charity to others. I awful difficult," said Nicklaus,
Frazier in their title fight Pittsburgh
2
/
5 4 4,556 11
would've rooted- for Chamber- who qualified for this exclusive
March 8, but Frazier won that Montreal
puts both away.
6 5 .545 11
2 Nonetheless he's positive the lain had he fought Clay tecause event by winning the British
/
New York
decision.
Open and two other tour
4 8 .333 4
That was the only loss in Philadelphia
fight would've drawn "an awful he's the taller of the two and
naments.
5 10 .333 4
What's-apeople.
tall
for
I'm
Al's 32-fight pro career and aticago
REIMAN!), KENTUCKY
lot of people."
"I just wasn't catching m
West
human
we
aren't
matter,
this bout with Chamberlain was
"Why? Because the thing
W. L. Pct. GB
designed to keep him active in
beings, too? Anytime one of us drives solid. I always hay
gets hurt we feel it. Do you trouble here. There's such a
hopes he will get another San Francisco 12 4 .750 ...
8 6 .571 3
think we're impervious to pain? wide expanse ,.. I have trouble,
visance at Frazier next year. Atlanta
PUtlf141N9 PIOPIT — Rep- Allsaid there were no other Houston
9 7 .563 3
We're not. You hit us, we hurt. finding a target, there's noth n
tesentatives of Wilt Cham8 8 .500 4
worthy fighters so he decided to Los Angeles
The same as you or anyone to line up on."
berlain (top), 34-year-old,
Barber, the laconic Tucso
4 8 .333 6
Cincinnati
fight Chamberlain.
else."
7-foot 1-inch pro basketTIRES
greatest San Doego
champion, had a card o
3
world's
the
11
is
.214
"This
Open
8
as
and
true,
that's
sure
ball star, and Muhammad
tw
and
Chamberbirdies
five
of
said
All
with
34-35
athlete,"
Thursday's
Results
came
for that fight which never
Ali (Cassius Clay), 29"This course is a fair test
off, Wilt Chamberlain and ooyeys.
year-old, 6-foot 2 1/3-inch lain. "A man with such height, Houston 6 Chicago 1
Headquarters for
Muhammad Ali both struck me A golf," he said, "except for the
former heavyweight power and reach won't have to Pittsburgh 7 Atlanta 4
There the fairway is too
By Jane Brandon
as if they had nothing better do 16th hole.
champ, are making plans get sharp. He just has to hit St. Louis 5 Philadelphia 2
Only games scheduled)
you once with all that power.
for a fight at the AstroSaturday night marked the do and as long as that was the LENNOX'S 2511I YEAR
American League
dome in Houston, Tex., Wilt's fist is twice as big as
opening of the 1971 racing season case, why not go up against OCEANPORT, N.J. (UPI)—
Eat
mine."
July 26.
at Keeling Super Stock Car trick each other and make a little Kenneth H. Lennox, a native of
W. L. Pct.
with a capacity crowd turning o'ilt money doing it? The trouble - Lynn, Mass.] who has been with
TIRES
Baltimore
8 4 .667
•
to cheer their favorites. The best was the money was too .little Monmouth Park race track
8 6 .571
Washington
25th
his
starts
1947,
settled
Scott
he
so
since
Chamberlain
for
7:30
trophy
to
went
appearance
TIME TRIALS
Boston
7 6 .538 11
2 Soloman, car 23, over a close for the publicity instead.
/
season at the resort area track
6 7 .462 2/
Detroit
RACE
TIME
8:00
2 count with Melvin Woodford and I don't know how many this summer.
1
5 7 .417 3 Jerry English.
Cleveland
people ever would've come to The 51-year old Lennox has
Fee
Gate
'2.00
per
head
5 8 .385 3/
New York
2 The top timer of the night was see the. fight but I do know been the racing secretary at
1
S MORE THAN
West
broke
Monmouth since 1963. He also
should've
winner
the
whom
Jesse
at
Ladd
Ladd
23.33.
JUST A WORD
W. L. Pct. GB his own time during the fourth logically met.
has served as stall superintenWITH US
12 5 .706
Oakland
heat turning the three-eights milt, Frazier. Walt Frazier, I dent, patrol judge, placing
California
8 7 .533 3 track at 20.48 seconds.
mean, because he's not doing judge, steward, assistant racing
6 7 .462 4
Milwaukee
anything right now either and if secretary, track announcer and
6 8 .429 41
Minnesota
2
/
. the mutuel
the price is right I think he's as a member nf.
E. Main
First Heat
Phone: 753-7111 Murray, Ky
6 9 .400 5
Kansas City
department.
I. Bill Duncan,car 6, Evansville available, too.

Sports Parade

Nicklaus And Barber
Lead Champions Meet

Be Had

Major League
Standings

It's Race Time!
This Saturday Night, April 24

KEELING RACEWAY

Ladd And
English Win
At Reidland

4

Preston.

Racing Tires
& Tubes

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

Co4or
At PICTURE

TUE.
4th

We Specialize In Your Needs

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
7Plictne 753-9999

OR THE
IME AT
PULAR
RICESI

Ad sponsored by

(After 5:00, 753-9161)

MURRAY TIRE MART

6 9 .400 5
Chicago
Thursday's Results

Chicago 4 Milwaukee 2
Oakland 7 California 3
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BIG DIESEL
711;10C1)3

Ind.

2.
Gary Walls, car 66 Jr.,
Paducah
3. Jerry Wyatt, car 13, Paducah
4. Joe Adams, car 98, Mayfield

Weekly Business And Industrial Review

Second Heat
I. Jerry English, car 6, Arosburg
2. Jesse Ladd, car 77, Reidtand3. Ralph Hillard, car 88, Pzin-

Save Up To Two-ThirtisPn

New Hearing Aids, Says Rhodes'

ceton

4.

Gary Richai-ibon, car 5.

Ledbetter

8 TRACK

Complete with two hi-II
speakers and complimentary
suitable for
110-rninute tape
inetallation in truck, car or boat,
Free with the purchase of any new
International Diesel Truck OR., ends
August 31, 1971

MIS

C-0 4070A
Transtar
Truck
Pyimium poor
frvo 710 to 335
10 1100
P
Ile up to 19000
GCVO at sits
,
looted turmoil.
mitt
meth
cootpromit
out
op envoi Of,

INTERNATIONAL"

TR ANSTAW DIESEL
The big truck for big loads on fast roads ... with long-Ikte Diesel power
' to pull 40 and 45 foot singles or 40-foot doubles at money-making
miles-per-hour — without paying for it in repairs later. Reserve power
and less tired — thanks to shockgilts the boys'home on time
absorbing cab mounts and super-insulation for interior quiet Here's
truck value in stereo' Can we talk trades',

TAYLOR MOTORS Inc.
loafs

301 S 4th

Murray, Ky

Phone' 753-1372

Roy
5.
Paducah

Rodgers, car

115.

Rhodes Hearing Aid Service
of Paducah has now gone nation
wide, advertising nationally and
Third Hest
doing business in 49 states, inRoy Rodgers, car 115, cluding
1.
Alaska. The firm's anPaducah
nual volume is increasing at a
2. Raymond Rodgers, car 26, rapid rate, according to Halford
Paducah
Rhodes, owner. Mr. Rhodes
3. Joe Adams, car 98. Mayfield attributes this steady increase
to the quality of merchandise
Fourth Heat
offered and the excellent serI. Jesse Ladd, car 77, Reidland vice his firm gives to all hear2. Jerry English, car 6, Brien- Rig aid wearers.

sburg
3. Gary Richardson, car 5.
Ledbetter
4. Bill Duncan, car 6, Evansville,
Ind.
Dennis Carrigan, car 2,
5.
Paducah

"Our offer nation-wide is simply this", 'said Mr. Rhodes.
"We will send a Rhodes hearRig

aid of one's choice absolute...

ly free of any diarge to wear in

the home, on the job, to church,
at social gatherings.. anywhere.
One may prove, at our expense.
that a Rhodes aid will let one
Feature
enjoy the wonderful gift of hear1 Jerry English, car 6,
ing again.'
Briensbug
"This remarkable new Rho2. Melvin Woodford, 14 Jr des Aid will cut even through
Hendron
crowd noises to bring in speech
Roy Rodgers, car 115. sounds with crystal cfarity. It
3.
enables the wearer to particiPaducah
4. Ralph Hillard, car 88, Prin- hate in conversations—to not
only hear but understand when
ceton
. ,•ople speak
5.
Larry Bradford,- car
"Wear a Rhodes aid at no
Paducah.
13

V

HOME OFFICE of Rhodes Hearing Aids at
333 North 9th in Paducah. The well-known
local firm is now selling In 4, states including Alaska, advertising its products on a national basis. All Rhodes aids are offered on
a 10 day free trial, and, according to Mr.
Rhodes, may be purchased at casings of up
to two thirds of regular costs.

cost for 10 days_ If it is not
everything one hoped for simply mail it beck to us and you
owe nothing. All we ask is that
you send a small $5.00 deposit
to cover shipping cois Yours
deposit will be returned to you,.
immediately upon receipt o1!
your final payment. If for any::
reason you do not wish to keep:.
the hearing aid, simply returrit
in 10 days and you owe usi
nothing," Mr. Rhodes said
4
;
Rhodes Hearing Aid sea ykei,
offers repair and maintenance
service on all makes and ty
of hearing aids, a dependable
professional service available
anywhere in The U. S They
have a complete line of batteries and accessories an give a
6 months guarantee on all re- &
pairs. The firm Is located al
333 North 9th, Paducah, Ky
42001 phone 444-6446 area code
502
"We are not forgetting the
wonderful , people who have

made this posohle—our customers, and will ei.en he in a triter
position to up-grade our local
service. Write, phone or come
in for SETVIce or more information'', Mr Rhode., conclud
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Mrs. J. B. Bewbeen

Phone 753 1911 .1 753 4097
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Mrs. Lawrence Is
Honored At Dinner
On 75th Birthday

Mrs. Bill Hurt, Lisa, Greg, and
Stevie McReynolds, Dr. and Mrs
Billy G. Hurt and sons, Bob and
Mark, Mrs. Harbison, and the
honored person, Mrs. Lawrence

Thursday, April II
Friday, April 23
Senior recital of Sherman
The Murray State Universi
Faculty Bridge Group will meet Cline, Owensboro, piano, will be
A birthday celebration in honor
.4
at the Baptist Student Union at the recital hall, Fine Arai a—
of Mrs. Genella Padgett
MSU,
at
eight
p.m. No
building at 7:30 p.m. For
Lawrence on her seventy-fifth Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams of
reservations call 753-4742 or 753- charge.
birthday on Sunday, April 18, was Kirksey Route One are the
1941.
held Saturday evening, April 17. parents of a baby boy, Dustin
Murray Welcome Wagon
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Riley, Jr., of Janet Trenholm and John Present for the celebration
The Stiring Dance for junior Newcomers' Club Third Annual Benton Route Eight are the McIntosh, both of New Brun- were Albert Dunn, Key Cleaver, Scott, weighing six pounds 12
three fourths ounces, born on
high school age members will be Dessert Card Party will be held parents of a baby boy, weighing swick, Canada.
Mrs. Lula Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday, April 20, at 1:52 p.m. at
held at the Calloway County at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray eight pounds three ounces, born
Harty Culpepper, Mr.and Mrs. J. the Murray-Calloway County
Country Club from 7:30 to ten Woman's Club House. Guest orl Sunday, April 18, at six p.m. at Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nance
of D. Lasstier, Mrs. Vivian Starks, Hospital.
bring their own cards or game.
the Murray-Calloway County Murray Route Four announce the Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Lyles, Mr.
Ticket-stub crewing tor door
Hospital.
rheyei
Rd
birth of a baby boy, Patrick and Mrs. Larry Lyles and son,
They have another son, Chuck
prizes. Call 753-3116 or 753-97$1
have another son, Roy C. Shane, weighing seven pounds Stevie, and daughter, Renee, Mr.
Saturday. April 24
Trevor who will be three on May
tickets which are one dollar
for
age twenty-two months. 2nr ounces, born on Tuesday, and Mrs. Harry Brown, Mr. and
By Abigail Van Buren
11. The father is a brick mason
The Alpha Department of the each.
The father is employed with Peel April 20, at 10:38 p.m. at the Mrs. Charles Nanney.
employed with the J. C. Mahan
Murray Woman's Club will have
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I do not get along very
and Holland Insurance and Real Murray-Calloway County Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
Construction Company.
its noon luncheon at the club
Saturday, April 24
Benton.
well. In fact, if it weren't for the kids, I wouldn't live within
Hospital.
John Padgett and son, Bobby, Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
house with Mesdames Thomas
A Smorgasbord supper will be Ea
Gart'
an
e dparents are Mr. and Mrs.
1,000 miles of this idiot. We are both artists and my husband
Mr. and Mrs. David Padgett, Hill Adams of Mayfield Route
Brown,
Mary
Bordeaux, served at the WOW Hall starting R. C. Riley, Sr., of Benton and The new father is self em- Mrs. Mildred Padgett Browning
specializes in Western art now, and be has been selling his
Seven at Coldwater and Mr. and
Raymond
p.m.,
Dixon,
at
five
and
sponsored
Misses
Mrs.
F. S. Butler of ployed.
Lala
by Mr.
paintings before the oil is dry on the canvas I don't mean to
and children, John B., Margaret Mrs. James Potts of Kirksey
Cain
Murray
and
Ann Carr as hostesses.
Assembly No. 19 Ords Memphis, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mi. and Mrs. Ann, and Martha Padget
put him down, but my work is much better than his even if it
of the Rainbow for Girls. The
J. C. Nance of Farmington and Browning, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Route One.
doesn't sell half as well. The public just happens to be going
The Murray-Calloway Coun public is invited. Tickets may he Cheryl Michelle is the name Mr. and Mrs. James M. McCarty Padgett, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
for gimmick art.
Shrine Club will meet at the bought at the door.
cnosen by Mr. and Mrs. Perry of Utica. Great grandparents are Teckenbrock and daughter, Great grandparents are Mr.
I can hardly stand it when my husband sells a painting.
American Legion Hall at 7:
Watkins of Benton Route One for Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hagman of Kimberly, Mr. and Mrs. Bill and Mrs. George Marine of
For one thing, he has a way of gloating that makes me want
A rummage sale,wth be held at their baby girl, weighing seven Hawesville and Mrs. Nettie R. Perry, Mr.
p.m. Preceding the meetin
to put my fist right thru his face. I wish I knew how to get
and Mrs. Roger Kirksey Route One, Mrs Carrie
Shriners and their wives will the American Legion Hall fronl pounds twelve ounces, born on McCarty of Madisonville.
over this envious attitude Can you help me'—ENVIOUS IN
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Edwards of Mayfield, Mrs. Ora
meet at Southside Restaurant f eight a.m. to two p.m., sponsored Tuesday, April 20, at 8:34 a.m. at
MONTANA
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Adams of Westview Nursing
by the Hardin Pentcostal Church the Murray-Calloway County
dinner at 6:30 p.m.
Trine
Michelle
is the name Mardis, Mr. and Mrs. Hal Perry, Home, Murray, and Mrs. Lee
DEAR ENVIOUS: Of all the emotions, envy is the most
if God.
Hospital.
chosen
by
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jimmy Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dunn, Mr. and Potts of Kirkaey Route One.
difficult to control. Since you don't even like your husband,
The new father is employed at
At bedtime,set clock ahead one
Ray
Wilkinson,
617
Broad
Street,
and are competing with him professionally to boot, it will be
Sunday, April 25
Long Concrete Company, Benton. Murray, for their
hour. Daylight Savings Time
baby girl,
doubly difficult to curb your envy. Keep telling yourself that
Tony
"The
Fontane
Story"
wil Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
begins.
weighing eleven pounds one
be shown at nine p.m. at the Find Harvel Watkins of Benton Route
envy is an "acid" which does more damage to the container
Baptist Church,sponsored by the Four and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ounce, born on Wednesday, April
[you' than to the object of your envy [him!.
The International Festival will
21, at 3:35 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway
County
Youth York of Benton Route One. Great
be held at the Unversity Schoo
Calloway County Hospital.
Demonstration
for Christ. The nandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
DEAR ABBY. My husband's mother recently remarried
with exibits in the lobby from two
blic is invited to see the movie. Floyd Darnall of Benton Route The father is employed at
after having been a widow for a good many years. She is a
Pecan, white French maple and walnut bedrooms, 2 pc.
to 6:30 p.m. and a talent show at
Murray Division of the Tappan
)rte and Mrs. Ocie York of
dear, sweet woman, and I couldn't love my own mother
livingroom suites in all styles, nylon and vinyl materials,
seven p.m. in the auditorium.
Company.
'
Monday,
April 26
3enton.
more.
love seat and sofa bed couches, swivel rocker and recliners,
Peter Hay of Brisbane, Australia,
Chapter M of the P. E. O.
She and her new husband visited us last Christmas, and
Colors and materials to choose from Trundle and bunk beds,
will be emcee and Ahmed
Sisterhood will meet at the home A baby boy, Thomas Lee,
during the evening he made me a little uncomfortable just by
-G. E. vacuum with attachments only $39.95.
A baby girl, Michelle Deann,
Allameh,Tehran,Iran, is festival
of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., at seighing seven pounds 9n2
the way he kept looking at me. He followed me into the
5 and 7 pc. dinettes,chrome, bronze wrought iron also solid
chairman. No charge and public 7:30
weighing seven pounds two
pm. with the program to be ainces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
kitchen once and said he wanted to give me a little
maple diningroom suits, hutch and buffet also corner
is invited.
ounces,
was
born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
given by Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
erry Atkins of Murray Route Gerald Brown,
Christmas kiss. I gave him my cheek but he grabbed me
cabinets.
Shady Oaks
;even on Tuesday, April 20, at Trailer
5 piece patio furniture, white wrought iron, glass top
and said, "No, not THAT kind . ." then he tried to kiss
Court, Murray, on
Sunday, April 25
.1.52 a.m. at the Murray- Wednesday, April
me on the mouth. I got away from him and kept my disround table and chairs, chase lounges and rockers. 9x12 oval
21, at 10:32
Honors Day with more than 200
County Hospital.
tance all evening.
braided rugs, indoor and outdoor carpeting, cushion vinyl,
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
---74441441
—
A :alloway
undergraduate students being
They have a son, Jerry Wylie, County Hospital.
54" wall board, rubber hall runner and rug border.
Now he calls me on the phone when he knows my
recognized will be held at the
ige four, and a daughter, Kerie
husband is at work. He says he wants to talk to me. I am
Murray State auditorium at two
Mrs. R. M. Pollard of Valdosta, km, age two. The father is
afraid of him. He is 70.
The new father is a student at
p.m.
Ga., is spending two weeks with anployed
with the maintenance
Please tell me how to handle this. They live in another
Murray State University.
friends in Murray. She and her iepartment
of the local hospital.
town not far from us, but we see them quite often —PAPA
late husband formerly resided Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
PROBLEM.
L. W. Brown, Route One, Oak
Senior recital of Dick Stevens, here in Murray. Mrs. Pollard
Brent Atkins and Mr. and Mrs.
Wood,
Rantoul, Ill., tenor, will be held at came to Murray with Mr. and
and Mr. and Mrs.
DEAR PROBLEM— Tell him that if he doesn't leave you
Wylie Trenholm, all cif Murray.
105 N 3rd St.
Murray
William Webster, Route Two,
the Recital Hall, Fine arts Mrs. Paul Rogers who were in
algae you will tell your husband that he has been bothering
Great grandparents are Mr. and
Paris. Ill.
Building, MSU ,at two p.m. No Valdosta on business.
you. And it that doesn't straighten him out, make good your
Mrs Carl Colson of Almo, Mrs.
charge.
threat.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones and
Senior Recital of Don Corkin, Ed Cheeley have returned home
DEAR ABBY When my girl and I started going
Liverpool, N. Y., pino, will be after a motor trip through the
together, I asked her to please get her teeth fixed as she '- held at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts state of Florida. Points included
needed it badly. I even offered to pay for it. She agreed to
Building, Msu, at 3:30 p.m. No in their
itinerary
were
see a dentist but she never did. I know she hasn't been to a
Charge.
Bradenton, Sarasota, Osprey,/
dentist in a good many years.
Cypress Gardens, and many
We are planning to be married in a few morths so last
others. in
night I reminded her at her promise and told her to start
Monday...April 26
right away so she would look nice for our wedding. She
Benton Williams, former
Marc Allan Mayfield, 700
turned very cold on me and said she didn't want to discuss it.
missionary to Thailand, will Poplar Street, Murray, was
Abby, she's a very pretty girl but her teeth are ugly,
speak at 6:30 p.m. at the Baptist discharged from the Community
when she smiles it spoils her looks
Student Union. The public is Hospital, Mayfield, on April 20.
She's a wonderful person in every, other way, but her
invited.
teeth are so bad I would even postpone our wedding until she
Mr:and Mrs. Wayne Lee and
gets them fixed. What should I de—THE GROOM
The Blood River Baptist children, Jack and Eric, of Little
Association Woman's Missionary Rock, Ark . were the weekend
DEAR GROOM: The only logical reason for your fismcee
Society
will meet at the First guests of his parents. Mr and
to duck the dentist is fear! She needs to be
assured that
Baptist Church at seven p.m. Mrs. Earl Lee of Murray Route
dentistry has come a long way since she was a littie girl.
Miss Belinda Ball, summer Six.
Offer to go with her, and let the dentist examine
her mouth
student missionary, and William
and explain exactly what must be done. A neglected
mouth
C. Benton of Nashville , Tenn., Mrs. Jesse Cornwell, Mrs.
Is not only unsightly, it's unhealthy. She
may be a "wonderwill speakers.
Ruthie Vick, and Mr. and Mrs.
ful" girl, but she needs to grow up and face
reality. Help
Barton Jones were names left out
her.
The Creative Arts Department of the guest list at the silver
of the Murray Woman's Club will wedding reception given Int. Mr.
DEAR ABBY: I beard that a doctor can lose his
meet at the club house at 9:30 and Mrs. Dan Wyatt of Almo
license
if he prescribes birth control pills to a girl who is
a.m. with Mesdames Don Hunter, Route One The Ledger & Times
underage.
Is that true?—ILLINOIS READER
Jack Beale Kennedy, and Forrest regrets leaving the names out of
the article appearing on the
Priddy as hostesses
DEAR READER: No. Birth-control pills are sometimes
Woman's page on Tuesday.
prescribed to underage girls to regulate their menstrual'
April
Tuesday,
27
periods.
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
Virgil Gibbs of Murray Route
WSCS of the First United Two returned to his home on
What's your problem" You'll feel better if you get it off
Methodist Church will have a Tuesday after being discharged
your cbest. Write to ABBY. Rol 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
silver tea at the home of Mrs. E. from the Western Baptist
MP. For • personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
J. Haverstock, 1109 West Gate Hospital, Paducah, where he
revs-lope.
Drive, at ten am.
underwent surgery.

FBIRTHSj

FBIRTHS4

A tale of
2 artists

New Shipment of Furniture
In Time for Spring!

P

CARRAWAY FURNITURE
and APPLIANCE

ni.,

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
.end Si to Abby, Box 697110, UM Angeles. Cal. 990011.
4

The

14oin---eltaifort,
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting„acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.

TBIRTHSj
Mr. and Mrs. I.. D. Cook Jr., of
Hazel Route one are the
parents of a baby girl,
Jane Anne, weighing seven
pounds 12'n ounces. born on
Monday, April 19, at 9:05 a.m. at
the Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Their other children are a
daughter, Mary Moore, age
thirteen, and a son, Brad, age
eleven.
The father is the
manager of the North Side
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
Grandparents are L. D. Cook,
Sr., of Murray and Mrs. Mettle
Moore of Hazel Route One.

FOi CORRECT

She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic tinders.
Call

Linda Adams

Phone 753-2117111
Myrtle Mne Crrogan
7S3.1365 the Most
ilksmous Baskin
on the SV.,4114

èfl

1AL

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY 0 NIGH

753-6363
Co

PEOPLES BANK
• of
Murray. tientur

Omicron Xlpha chapter of Tau Henry H. Hargrove of Murray
?hi Lambda sorority will meet at Route Seven has been a patient at
he home of Mrs. Jane Alley, 1207 the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Deran Road, at seven p.m.
The Kirksey School PTA will
neet at the school at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. John A Jones as
peaker. Fittith grade parents
with last child graduating from
Kirksey will be honored. Sixth
grade mothers will be hostesses.

Mrs. Frank Towery of Murray
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Haptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. Mary C. Downs of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah She
The Quota Club will meet at the suffered a broken hip in a fall at
Southside Restaurant at 12 noon. her home several weeks ago
Mrs. Helen Hodges will review
the book, "The Tall Woman", at
2:30 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. The author, Wilma
Dykeman Stokely, will be present
for the review and to autograph
books. A tea will follow. The
public is invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Girardot
and children, Stan and Dina. 01
Baton Rouge, La., were th.
recent guests of her mother, Mrs
J. T. Sammons, West Main
Street. The Girardot family will
be moving soon to Dallas, Texas

A critique by Richard Jackson
The Murray Lions Club will of Murray was the last session in
have its spring mop and broom a series of sixteen lessons
sale in the city tonight.
sponsorednby the Fulton -South
Fulton Art Build on Monday
Ptn Delta Kappa will have its evening
initiation at the Student
Union Building, MSU at 6:30 p.m.
Dr. Frank Kodman,- Jr„
Senior and Junior recitals of professor of psychology and
Cletus Murphy, .Wingo, counter- director of the psychologibal
tenor, and Charles Tichent center at
Murray State
Calhoun, piano, will be at t University, spoke at the
meeting
recital hall. Fine Arts Building of the Calvert eillnElementary
MSU at eight p in No charge
School PTA Mbnday evening

7511502

For10 the Ford Team
gives you the only wagon
that outsells Ford
(when you buy any new '71 Ford Station Wagon)
The kids will flip over this great coaster wagon ($24_95 retail
value). And its yours for only 10 extra with any one of Ford's
10 beautiful station wagons the whole family will go for.
They're loaded with Bette,' Ideas Like the Ford-originated 3Way Doorgate. The new guard rail construction, the stretch
out roominess . . seating up to 8 in some models. And the
power choices galore . V-8's up to 429 cu in. So come pick
and bring the kids
out your kind of wagon
0.0
For only le more you can be a Iwo-wagon family'
•
LTD engineering

Takes ou, Country Squire
one of 1hr outeles1 ndes yet'

--

Ford Team'slo Wagon Sala

PARKER FORD,,INC. MURRAY,KY.
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First Quarter Results
Are Announced By Tappan
The Tappan Company, Mansfield, Ohio based major appliance and cabinet manufacturer, announced today firgt
quarter results. Net sales were

Another
army
change
a

Rule eased
on glasses

▪

WASHINGTON (UP!): In
another sign of the "mod"
Army, Uncle Sam in January will cast off those grey
spectacle frames in favor
of the black plastic frames
that caught on during the
*Nes.
, The "mod" trend of the
Army is limited, however.
No "granny" glasses will be
Provided . But then to the
Army, granny glasses are
not exactly "mod" since
they were the standard
frame in both world wars.

831,926,000, compared with sales
of 832,647,000 in the first quarter
of MO, while pretax earnings
were $695,000, compared to
$890,000 in the corresponding
period.
Net income was $362,000,
compared with $450,000 in WO,
while earnings per share were 15
cents compared with 18 cents in
the first quarter of 1970.
W. R. Tappan, President, said
that in view of the fact that each
month during the first quarter
resulted in improvement over
the preceding month, the results
were encouraging. He said all
signs pointed to a steadily improving year in 1971, and that the
Company's substantial capital
expenditure program in the last
two years put it in a favorable
position to participate in the long
awaited housing boom.

SINCE THE RULES on
'
hair have been liberalized,
the distinctive grey milliary frames used since Ifill
nave been one of the few
Ways servicemen in multi
Could be identified.
; Officers in the surgeon
general's office, which
nt $5 million last year
ing 1.7 million glasses
fir both ,the Army and the
Air Force, said they had
ijiken a survey among servicemen and found that 68
per cent preferred the
klack plastic frames.

He indicated that reception of
the Company's new Urn-Modular
Cabinet was a definite plus. Mr.
Tappan also said that a trash
compactor was expected to reach
the market in the fourth quarter,
and that other forward looking
research and development might
well be accelerated in 1971.

ASKED WHY the Army
would not supply more
than one type of frame, a
spokesman for the surgeon
general said it would be
"too much trouble."
When a man enters service he gets two pair of
glasses
government-issue
and a pair of inserts for his
gas mask.
11111111111111141111111111111141111111111111tWolli1i1ii1l
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Japan reveals
apology to Soviets

GOING DOWN

San Francisco can give
you that sinking feeling
By TOM CARTER
Copley News Service
SAN FRANCISCO - Strange
as it may sound, several
visitors to this fetching city
each year turn their backs
immediately on glamor and
beauty and head for skid row to
sightsee.
These aren't run-of-the-mill
tourists, but dedicated students
of geology. The attraction is a
condition technically known as
"subsidence."
San Francisco, you see, is
sinking, slowly but most
assuredly into muddy ooze
from 10 to 60 feet deep. There
are some of the nation's finest
examples of subsidence here.
"These are spectacular
examples of what can happen if
you don't pay attention to
George
says
ground,"
Schlocker, geologist with the
U. S. Geological Survey at
Menlo Park who mapped the
city for five years and continually updates his findings.
Schlocker estimates the rate
of subsidence at about three to

TOKYO (UP!): The Soviet destroyer steamed serenely through the Tsushima Strait between Japan
and South Korea. Suddenly,
three Japanese F.-86F fighter jets swooped down,
unsuspecting
the
ouzzed
Russians at about 500 feet
and snapped away with
their cameras in a mock
attack,
The incident occurred on
March 10, during a war
game conducted by the
Japanese Self Defense Air
Force and the Naval Defense Force. The defense
ministry had said nothing
about it until today, when
the report appeared in the
Tokyo Shimbun newspaper.
Defense Director Yasuhlro Nakasone said today the
mock attack on the Soviet
vessel was "a mistake on
our part" He said the Japaapologovernment
nese
gized to -the Russians the
next day, and the Russians
had chalked it off to human error.
A defense agency spokesman said the four pilots
mistook the Russian vessel
for one of their own ships
engaged in the maneuvers.
The spokesman said the
planes were not armed and
did not even carry dummy,
bombs-lust the cameras.
EAGLES INK QB BARTON
PHILADELPHIA (UP!) Quarterback Greg Barton has
agreed to terms of a three-year
contract, the Philadelphia
Eagles of the National Football
League announced Wednesday.
Barton 24, was traded by the
Detroit Lions to the Eagles in
January.

Harrodsburg; Third
ice-President, Mr.. W.L.
Bennett, Paducah.
Workshops on the various
PTA chairmanships will be
conducted by the State
Chairman on both Wednesday
and Thursday mornings.
A panel discussion on the
National PTA Project RISE
(Reading -Improvement Services
Everywhere) will be held
Wednesday morning. Chairman
participating are: Reading &
Library Service, Exceptional
Chid, Preschool Service and
Parent & Family Life
Education. Mrs. Markiewicz will
summarize.
Seminar topic Wednesday
afternoon is "Kentucky's
Future In Education" with Mr.
O'Leary Meece, State PTA
Legislative Chairman, arid
Superintendent of the Somerset
School System, as moderator.
Panel, members are: Mrs.
James Milton, State Department
of Administration and Finance;
State Representative, Mr.
Harold DeMarcus and Senator
Gilbert Downing.

a

MRS. MARKIEWICZ
Mrs. Markiewicz, a journalist,
has published extensively. She is
editor of The Courier of Phi
Sigma Alpha and business
columnist for Arizoaa Living. In
1965, she won the National
Press Women Scholarship
Award,
The Honorable G. Bowden
Hunt, of Bartow, Florida, Polk
County (Florida) Juvenile and
Domestic Relations Court judge
and Juvenile Protection
Chairman of the National PTA
will talk about "Use Of
Volunteers in Court"
Wednesday evening. Judge Hunt
prior to 1945, taught school,
served as s probation officer
and was a social worker with
the Florida Department of
Public Works.

Federal State
Market Report

•

State PTA Convention
Set For April 27-29
Mrs. Milton M. Markiewicz,
Phoenix. Arizona. elec
Region VIII, National PTA
Vice-President in May *1970,
will give the keynote address at
the Kentucky Congress of
Parents and Teachers
Convention (April 27-29)
Phoenix Hotel, Lexington,
Kentucky.
Previously she had served as
National PTA Public Relations
Chairman and Arizona PTA
President.
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Banquet speaker will be Dr.
Andrew D. Holt, Nashville,
President Emeritus of the
University of Tennessee. His
topic is "Friendly Faces".
Aside from his educational
activities (having served
virtually in every capacity of
the educational field Including a
term as president of the
National Education
Association) he has served on
various commissions, Board of
Directors and- at present is
educational .consultant to
Holiday inns, Inc., Delta Air
Lines, and American School.
Concluding the convention
will be the installition of the
new officers by Mrs.
Markiewicz, and a reception in
their honor.
Attending from this area will
be : Mrs. W.L. Bennett,
Membership Chairman 'and
Third Vice-President; and Mrs.
Melvin Earles, First District
PTA President both of Paducah.
Also leits. Perry N. Smith,
Mayfield, Health & Mental
Health Chairman.

Federal State Market News
Service
Tuesday, April 20 Murray,
Kentucky.
Murray Livestock Market;
rLivestock weighed on arrival
Cattle this week 112
Calves this week 12
Compared to last week: All
represented classes steady.
Slaughter cows: Utility 19.5072.00, Cutter 17.50-19.50, Canner
15.00-17.50,
Feeder steers: Mixed good and
choice 300-400 lbs. 33.25-35.50, 400500 lbs. 31.50-33.25.
Feeder Heifers: Mixed good
and choice 300-400 lbs. 29.5032.00-35.00 500-600 lbs. 29.50-32.00
package of mixed good and
choice 637 lbs. 24.00.

protective pilings underneath.
Subsidence has caused many
problems such as causing walls
to crack. But the biggest involves sewage control.
As the area sinks, the city's
gravitational sewage system
becomes lower there than
elsewhere and sewage backs
up So from time to time the
city has had to -raise" the
!greets, tear them up, elevate
the pipes and repave. And the
Owners of the rickety buildings
have had to hold up their end of
it, too, or suffer the consequence. It's costly. And for
Some it's prohibitive.
"The first stage- of the Federal State Market News
problem was having an out- Service
moded residential district," Monday April 19 Mayfield,
says A. R. Bateman, president Kentucky,
of a plumbing company in the Mayfield Livestock Market;
livestock weighed on arrival.
area.
, "Then delapidation set in.
Who owns the building? Maybe Cattle this week 250
some old couple with a limited Calves this week 25
income. Any maintenance? Compared to last week: All
Heaven forbid! They'd go represented classes steady.
hungry the next week. So it Slaughter Cows: Utility 19.00goes on and on. People ceased
22.00, Cutter 17.75-19.00, Canner
Indeed, Schlocker's walking to contend with the situation
16.00-17.75.
tour is even included in a that existed."
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over 1000
geological excursion course at
Bateman came to San
San Francisco State College. Francisco in 1927 and hasn't lbs. 24.50-25.75.
How the subsidence occurred worked outside of the sub- Slaughter Calves and Vealers:
was through a combination of sidence area since. He says Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers 40.00engineering oversight coupled (here's "hardly a place 54.00 choice 240-350 lbs. calves
with the force of weight.
around" that hasn't had choice 240-350 lbs. Calves 36.0040.00, mixed good and choice
After the third Ice Age sewage back-up problems.
melted, the waters from two
Geologist Schlocker provides 32.50-36.00.
rivers that flowed into the some hindsight on what could Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
northern part of San Francisco have been done to prevent the lbs. 37.00-40.25, 400-500 lbs. 35.00Bay left their loads of fine silt situation. Essentially, it's 37.00, mixed good and choice 300around the Franciscan For- modern engineering practices. 400 lbs. 34.00-37.00, 400-500 lbs.
mation - the bedrock of
-What they should have done 10.75, 400-500 lbs. 27.00-29.50
.
sandstone, chert and volcanic was not to dump on mud but to
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300-500
rock that forms San Fran- get rid of .the mud," he says. lbs. 29.50-32.00, mixed good and
cisco's hills. The south of "They should have shoved it to choice 300-500 lbs. 26.50-29.50.
Market area received the finest one side and then filled. The
silt which became mud and was mud would even protect the fill SHE'S BURNED UP
often flooded by tides.
area. too. But I don't think
RIVES JUNCTION, Mich.
As the city expanded south in anyone gave it much thought." (UPI(-Mrs. Leonard Spooner
buildings
the
rate,
any
At
the 1950s, sand dunes that were
is hopping mad because one of
encroaching from the west south of Market aren't in any!' the billboards on her family's
were spread out by builders danger of going under over farm
by the
was felled
over the high-water-content their rooftops.
midnight skulkers who have
experts
he
Eventually,
right
went
mud. Codstruction
agree, the pressure of the been chopping down roadside
up quickly.
signs lately in southern MichiBut the fire and earthquake weight-lbove will push out the
of 1906 churned up the area like, svaIer in the mud below and gan.
"I wish I had a man-eating
Jelio. It was the worst hit spot subsidence will stop. But the
in the city. Afterwards it again streets will probably- have to be dog or a bull to let loose," she
was hastily built up. Again raised again before that said. "I need that sign in the
summer to shade the cows."
many buildings didn't have happens. they sav

four feet every 20 years.
The area of subsidence
covers about an irregular
square tulle mostly in the area
south of Market the city's
main street ), which contains
the dismal skid row sectiOn.
There are garage than-ways
that you can stand in and put
your elbows on the sidewalk,
houses where the second floor
has gradually become the first,
stairwells that lave dropped
four feet and crazily tilted
apartment buildings.
Schlocker put together a
walking tour of the area which
was Included in an excursion
pamphlet for the Geological
Society's convention here in
1966. Since then it has been the
hit of a visit to San Francisco if you're a geologist.
"I've seen world renowned
geologists very surprised to see
examples,fine
these
Schlocker says. "And all
geologists who come here are
very interested in them."

Boost for Hong Kong
HONG KONG ((T!) Ilong Kong's tourism industry
got a boost in 1970 from Expo
'70 in Osaka. Japan, when a
large number of visitors to the
world fair stopped over here.
The number of tourists last
year wa, 927,256, an increase.
of 21 per cent over 1969.The)
ent close to $300 million in
ong Kong oil hotels, shopping
entertainment and sightseeing.
Fishing fee
VANCOUVF.R, ..B.C. (UPI)
Non-Canadians will have to
buy a license to fish in British
Columbia's tidal waters, Feder
al Fisheries Minister Jack Da.ihas announced.
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Pretty
panties —
(runproof
too!)
Even the most active young
miss can't run these

_4Q:ter

panties—they're Spun-b'.
Knit to give with every active
motion, Spun-Lo panties
never cling, never bind
and never, never rim.
./—Spun-Lo runproof panties
are knit of specially designed,
/ quality controlled, all acetate
fabric. Completely washable,
never shrink out of fit, while
retaining their soft, comfortablt\
feel and natural absorbency.,

ELASTIC LEG BRIEF

Sizes 5-7 58'
Sizes 8-10 68'

Central Shopping
Center

Tosis

Highway 641 N.
Murray

The extras are all
standard equipment,

T

Datsun's Something Special 1200
Sport Coupe is a lot more than just a
starting_point for an option list. It's
a comprete sporting machine, including
all the extras.
You get whitewall tires, tinted glass,

fully reclining bucket seats, safety front
disc brakes...you even get a fold-down
rear seat that turns it into v. sort of
sporty mini station wagon. In fact the
only surprise on the sticker is the low
price. Drive a Datsun...then decide.

not little surprises
on the sticker.

No wedding yet
for Rosa, 11
The village Church nea'
Alicante, Spain, was crowded
for the "secret" marriage
Tony Gonzales, 32. a.. fart:
hand, and Rosa Mira, a land- .
owner, Rosa saw the crowded
church - and fainted.
.The -priest postponed Oa
wedding indefinitely. Rosa is tr
her 72nd year

Drug amnesty fails
Survey shows drug-using GIs
feel no need to be rehabilitated
wirsitiftsVioN ft/PI): Congressional investigators

JUDGE BOWDEN HUNT

An author, he has written two
books "Who Me?" and "These
CALLING IT QUITS
LIVERPOOL, England 1UP!) Are Our Children."
He is chairman of the
-George Jones doesn't think he
and his wife will be having any National Juvenile Court
president
more children. At age 77, he Foundation and a past
Cowell of
National
the
of
enough
are
figures tliree
Court Judges
Jones' wife June, 31, has Juvenile
Mrs. George Spoonamore, Jr.,
given birth to twin boys at Stanford, president will preside,
Liverpool's Fazakerley Hospi- presenting the Convention
tal. They already are the theme "From Vision To
parents of a 3-year-old girl.
Involvement".
Jones. who married his
Election of alleys will be
second wife seven years ego. held and nominees are:
nire
sons and
has five
President. Mrs. George White
grandchildren from a previous Covington. First V ice•President,
marruoze
Mrs W Glenn Ketibtley,

„

who surveyed soldiers in Vietnam, Ttailand. Germany and the states said today the Army's amnesty
program for drug users is failing—because the
drug-using GI feels no need In be rehabilitated.
Like others who have studied the situation, investigators for the Senate alcoholism and narcotics
subcommittee found increasing numbers of ihcluctees are drug users and the use of drugs of all sdrts
is growing in the military
But this, they said, did not show "a significant
direct impact upon the wilitary mission of the
armed.services."
THE INVESTIGATORS said"dilig users stationed
in the states wert stealing military goods to sell so
they can buy drugs. They quoted a general who said,
"Today you have to secure your arm's rooms and
supply rooms on a scope that you never had to do
and still, if you don't have guards
before. . .
actually there. thieves will break into them."
months ago the Kriny in1TfiuledZin smnes-iy
program for drug users. But in Eurofie. GIs have
responded al. the rate of only about 140 a month,
even though one in 10 of the 185,000 troops
are thought to he "chronic." users of hashish, marijuana. heroin or various pills
One reason for the low response. the invesligatoss
eidelt -held feeling among drug users,
'said. 'sac
especially hashish sanokcm. that there is no %loin •
--physical, moral or otherwise-in such use and
hence nothing to he rehabilitated from.'' •

1200 "Something Special" Coupe

DATSUN

IIP

7

PRODUCT OF NISSAN

LASSITER-McKINNEY
DA TSUN
604 So. 12th Street

OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00 O'CLOCK

Phone 753-7114

eir

?Act-. six
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having -allotments" farni quota poundage quota prior to the
divided by farm yield) of 0.50 referendum. Local county
acre or less. By law, the reserve committees will announce the
is set aside for making correc- location of conununity polling
tions and adjusting inequities in places and the hours for voting in
farm marketing quotas and for the May 4 referendum
Secretary of Agriculture, basis, quotas will be in effect for following year. Marketings from allocations to new Burley farms.. Burley tobacco is grown
Clifford M. Hardin, Thursday the 1971, 1972, and 1973 crops of a farm may exceed the farm's The national marketing quota principally in Kentucky, Tenproclaimed marketing quotas for Burley tobacco. If marketing quota by 10 per cent without each year is the amount of nessee, Western North Carolina,
Burley Southwestern Virginia, West
Burley tobacco for the 3 quotas on a poundage basis are penalty and with price support. domestically-produced
marketing years beginning nut approved by at least two- Marketings in excess of 110 per tobacco which the Secretary Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, and
October 1, 1971. The Secretary thirds of the Burley growers cent of a farm's quota will be estimates will be utilized in the Missouri.
also announced a national voting. no marketing quotas or subject to full penalty and will not United States and exported
marketing quota of 513 million price support will be in effect for be eligible for price support. Any during the marketing year. It
pounds for the marketing year the 1971 Burley crop, and another marketing in excess of a farm's may be adjusted upward or SUNS' CHOICE SIGNS
PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI)—Bob
beginning October I, 1971, and a referendum on the same question quota will be deducted from that downward as the Secretary
fifth
by
grower referendum to be held will be held next year.
farm's quota for the following determines desirable to maintain Kissane, drafted
BasketNational
Phoenix
in
the
an
adequate
supply
or
for
efTuesday, May 4.
year.
provided
in
the
As
Thursday's action was taken nee, legislation, a farm yield will The legislation authorizes fecting an orderly reduction of ball Association college draft,
under new legislation (Public be established for each Burley leases of Burley tobacco farm supplies to the reserve supply signed his professional contract
law 92-10), approved April 14. It farm by averaging the farm's quotas and transfer to other level. Any such downward ad- with the Suns Wednesday.
Kissane, a 6-foot-9 forward
provides that farm marketing yield per acre for the four (4) farms in the same county. Not justment is limited to 5 per cent
quotas for 1971 shall not be less highest years of the five (5) more than 15,000 pounds may be of estimated utilization and
from Holy Cross, averaged 17.1
than 95 per cent of the 1970 farm years, 1066-70. If Burley was leased and transferred to any exports.
0
acreage allotment, multiplied by produced onthe farm in fewer farm. In addition, the farm quota County A.SC Committees will points and 10,1 rebounds a
the farm yield. This in turn than 5 of such years, the farm after transfer may not exceed the mail to the operator of each farm game this past season for the
Crusaders.
results in the allocation of 555 yield will be the average of the pounds
determined
by an official notice of the 1971 farm
million pounds to all farms for yields obtained during the years multiplying the farm yield by 50
the marketing year beginning Burley was produced. If no per cent of the cropland.
October 1, 1971.
Burley was produced during the 5 The farm quota for each sucThe referendum of farmers. years, but the farm had an ceeding year will be determined
COME:To
engaged in the production of the allotment in 1970, the county by multiplying the previous
1970 crop of Burley tobacco is to committee will appraise a yield year's farm marketing quota by
determine whether they favor or for the farm on the basis of yields a national factor. The factor will
oppose the establishment of established for other similar be obtained by dividing the
marketing quotas on a poundage farms in the area. If the average national marketing quota less
basis. Under prior legislation, yield for any farm exceeds 3,500 national reserve) by the sum of
and Try Our
farm marketing quotas were pounds per acre, it will be the farm marketing quotas for
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
established on acreage rather reduced to 3,500 pounds.
the preceding year for all farms.
—Country Hams and Steaks
than poundage.
If marketings from a farm are However, this factor cannot be
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
If two-thirds or more of the less than the farm's poundage less than 95 percent for any year,
6 a.M. to 10 p.m., 7 days a weektobacco
growers voting in quota in any year, the difference and a larger factor L2 the.
turley
- J.C. GALLIMORE —
the referendum approve farm up to 100 percent) will be added reduction for larger farms) will
marketing quotas on a poundage to that farm's quota for the apply in 1972 and 1973 for farms

Hardin Proclaims Marketing
Quotas For Burley Tobacco

Interstate Highways 74 Pct. Complete

31,543 Miles Open
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20-month-old boy found
tied to makeshift cross
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI):
Homicide inspettors have
turned two young boys
over to the juvenile division in connection with the
"crucifixion" death of a
20-month-old boy whose
bruised body was found
tied to a makeshift cross.
The nude, sheet-draped
body of Noah Alba, who
had disappeared from a
city park six days ago, was
found in a dark, cluttered
basement by officers who
were led to teh scene by the
two suspects, ages 7 and 10.
ONE OFFICER called it
"the most gruesome crime
scene I have ever met.
There were horrible bruises and something resem-

bling scrape marks all over
the body."
Homicide Lt. Charles Ellis
said it appeared the child
had been dead since last
Wednesday. He said he had
been bound hand and foot
to the makeshift crass and
the body was covered with
bruises and scratches.
Ellis would not release
the identities or permit pictures of the two youngsters
being held. As he spoke to
newsmen, the ruddy-faced.
touseled haired pair read a
picture book in another
room.
-They have admitted
their part in the killing of
Noah Alba." Ellis said. but
added officers have deter-

Morning V
Evening V

IELEGoottfrich

mined no motive.

Child 'crucified'

W

Evening

A MASSIVE police
search began after the toddler walked away from
Alta Vista Park where -he
had gone for an outing
with his mother. Mrs. Lawrence Alba, 21. Police
checked dozens of tips before a woman in the park
neighborhood called and
said she knew two youngsters who might know of the
child's whereabouts.

Morning N
Evening

v

Morning)

Evening V

Morning\
Evening)

ll__ELF/0 V'Micl)i /RI /DE

e40,000 mile tire

Officers contacted tne
boys, who in turn led them
to the - suspects They in
turn led the police to the
basement of a three-story ,
apartment building ju s t'
several blocks from where
Noah disappeared.
Ellis said the youngsters
told officers they had
found Noah on the street,
taken him to the basement
and tied him to the cross to
prevent his escape.
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, May 1 1971 at 10:00 A. M.

1110 Main

From Cadiz take Highway 139 South, turn right on Highwa
164 (17 miles from Cadiz)
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Moore & Lacy Grocery and Cafe & Boat Doc
At Mouth Of Linton Bay on Lake barkley
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conditioned
Modern air
commercial
building iwit
living quarters upstairs and two trailer parking spaces wit
complete power, water and sewage hookups.
An established, successful and growing
business, _ fully
equipped with complete stock of groceries, fishing and-camping supplies, all selling as one unit.
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we guarantee it.

CAFE EQUIPMENT
Sani-Serve ice cream maker, 2 booths and tables, combination freezer-refrigerator, glass pie case. cash register, service
coffee maker, elec. deep well, salad/sandwich server with
coffee maker, electric deep wil. salad/Sandwich server with
refrigerator. Service table with`4,.,
hairs.
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LIFESAVER RADIAL TREADWEAR GUARANTEE
If you don't get a full 40 000 miles of treadwear from a Lifesaver Radial in normal
use on your car, the retailer who sold it will give you the difference as a credit against
the going trade-in price of a new Lifesaver Radial, plus a small service charge.

Ambassi

Lifesaver Radials are priced from 842.95, size ER70-14
whitewall plus federal tax of $2.86 per tire with trade-in.

GROCERY EQUIPMENT
Elec. meat slicer, elec. scales, 6 ft. elec. meat box and display
case, 6 ft. Dairy display case, double door elec. refrigerator,
complete stock of groceries and sporting goods, plenty of display cabinets, cases and racks, elec. adding machine, Remington Cash Register, Addressograph, 2 elec. drink boxes, 2 air
conditioners, minnow tank with Aerator, cricket box.

3 WAYS TO PAY—

BUDGET TERMS

PLUS WE HONOR

=

We Have A Complete Line of

LONG MILER

Broadbent Real Estate Company
SELLING AGENT
THOMAS WHITE, Auctioneer
Cadiz, Ky.
Phorif 522-8132

• Rugged 4-ply nylon cord
(most sizes')
•.,00d mileage
•A quality tire at economy
prices

Terms: 50°0 down, balance with deed Possession day of sale
Terms can be arranged by contacting owners.

AS LOW AS

95

'12

plus Si 99
F ET

Whitewall size
700x13
5)5.95 plus Si.99 FET.

Farm Tires
Farm Service
And Specalize In

F

re

ill

Check With Us Before You Buy!

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE:
Boat dock including three 14-ft. Alum. boats:
1 Johnson
91 2 HP, Launching Ramp and Marina with refueling station
leased from U. S. Corps of Engineers. Further annommmetill
will be made day of sale concerning the leasing of this dock.

Boo

411111111r
limed is shown al 8 F Gond,h

al R

MASTER TIRE S HICE, Inc.
Coldwater Road at 5 Poin

Any announcements made on day of sale takes precedence,
over printed matter.
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Murray. Ky.
Phone 753 3164
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Stotts Grove
100.nn
Worship Service
6 30p.m.
Training Union

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
ti• 30 p.m

Emmanuel Missionary
11 a.m
Morning Worship
7:30p.m
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Murray Church

10 a rn

Sunday School
Worship Service

Ilam
Locust Grove Church
11 a m
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening Worship

Green Plain
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Baptist
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
7 300th
Evening Worship
Spring Creek
110 yr

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sinking Springs
11 a m
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship

7p m
West Murray
• 10
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Union Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Sevehth A Poplar
Worship Service'
10:40a.m
6p m
Evening Service
New Concord
1050. yr
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
6p m
Evening Worship

Grace Baptist
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Worship
Evening
Blood River
II a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30p.m.
Evening Worship
Kirksey Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.M.
EVening Worship
Memorial Baptist .
Morning Worship
10:50a.M.
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6:30 P.m.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
United
Good Shepherd
a m.
11
Worship Service

Church School
Worship Service

responsibility. May we see that
she has the opportunity to
attend church regularly for

Brooks Chapel United

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m let
and 4th Sundays. 630 P.m 2nd

Sunday, & 9 30 a m 3rd Sunday

pro
6:30 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science

11 a m
Worship Service
entecostal First Assembly of God
I1am,7 30
Worship Services
Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30 a .rn
9 30. m
Bible Lecture

8 45 & 10 50. m

Worship

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.

Russells Chapel United
Worship Services at 9!30 a m
8. 3rd SudayS, 11 a iii 2nd &

Worship Services

11 a rn., 1 p.m.

St. John'ttpiscopal

Sundays

Lynn Grove

Sunday School
10 - 15 a.m.
Morning Worship
9.1.1.5ALrn._
Immanuel Lutheran
9:15
Sunday School
10730a m.
Morning Worship •

Coles's Camp Ground

Seventh Day Adventist
10100 a.m.
Sabbath School
9-30 a.m.
Worship Service

Goshen Methodist

Murray Christian
, Worship Services 10.415 a m.. 7 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a rn 11 a m , 4 30

Watchtower
First Methodist

First Christian
10 308 m .7
Worship Services
m

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a m
Sunday SCE*001

p.11

Sundays
11 a.m.
7 15 p m.

to me.

9- 30a m
11 a m.

Worship services at 9 30, m 1St
& 2nd Sundays, 11 am 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m 4th Sunday

Temple Hill united
Worship Service ha m ist & 3rd
Sundays, 9130 a m 2nd & 4th

Evening Worship

If you are one of those
who has plenty and haven't yet given ...
then, maybe you are partially
responsible for the situation we find
here. God may take from your
store-house the 'just' amount, He
said, inasmuch as you have
done it to the least of one of these
little ones, so have you done it

Worship Services 1 I a m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7 p m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian

Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
11 a.m 2nd Sunday.
Sundays,
3rd
9 30. m. 4th Sunday
Flint Baptist
Kirksey United
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
11
730p.m, - Morning Worship
Evening Worship .
7
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Cherry Corner
Church School
Morning Worship
11 00
Worship Service
Evening Worship

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship

ould it be the accident of birth that 'caved-in'
loes God discriminate between His people?
Could it be that her home located 'across-the-track'
determines her plight??? An empty bowl, sure.
but a compassionate heart. Almost despondent
that's what she is.

Liberty Cumberland
10 a m.
Sunday School
11 a m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
lta.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School

Hetet Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Worship
Evening
Poplar Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 30p.m.
Evening Worship

C

United, 310 trvan Ave. I
10 a.m
Sunday School
7 p.m
Evening Worship
Concord
New
United,
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services I1am,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
It a m .7'30
pm

Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Worship Service at 9 -45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a rn 2nd & 4th
Sunday

•
MI MINN MIMIIf* lid AN IN MI MI(tidal'.Id WO OM led Ade/4 lid IN Ord Wibi PO

Worship Service at 11 a rn 2nd
Sunday, 10.45 a m 4th Sunday

An investment in Your Future
TIDWELL PAINT IL FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
1210 Main

Moore painIS

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

"For where you treasure is. thee will your heart be she"
•

Ph

"Transmissions are our business.
Not a side line
Th. Businessman's Choice For..Fine Printing

403 Maple St. -:- Murray,_Kentucky

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Life Insurance Society
GARY TURNER, Field Representative

Off. Ph. 753-4377 Home Ph. 753-7736
THE FAMILY FRATERNITY

Compliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service • Member FDIC

500 Mom
Branch

,
01111

SI)

Phone 753 3231
12th & Story 753 6655

Sales and Service
WhirirrYn1
Admiral - Tappan
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

AmOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68.1 Aurora
Phone 470-2202

Grecian Steak House
YOUR HOST
TOM AN DR 1Steaks . Chop; Se•food Plates - Sandwiches
ye Steak
.
s:
rk
ea
r lloril i TShlu
,S
on.s
Mnd
:ou
lSr
1eo
S7
w 41.,
".
Iricksh
T'
C

No. 12th Ext 641

.kmbassador —Hornet— Rebel— Gremlin—Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
h011t 753 6448
1111.5

Shakes, Splits, Sundaes
Ph. 7534101112

1206 Chestnut

,,1 In Orders to 7534419

mr 6. Mrs Wm A Jones, owners
Custom made drapes latest in fabrics
Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Phone 753 1119
Industrial Road

Motors
n American
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Charcoal Hamburgers, Chicken, Pit Bar-11-0,

q tl and c.Sycamott
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

606 S 4th

"It's Finoer Licirin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
Call In Orders 753 7I01
Sycamore at 12th

"For AN Your illiertiliaer Weeds"

MurtIO. Kt

!IRAs. 753 19.13

Grain Division
E. W Out' inil S'ipt
Holmes Lilt, M;:r
7:r3 KPH

A Choice Selection ot Relishes - Salads
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
sok", peek Service Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
04 E at Murray Bait Co

Ph 753-7793

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
205 No, 4th

Phone 752-5802

Street

Building Mocks A Reedy Mix Concrete

Meats

Phone 7533540

East Main Street

Phone 753 200

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - PA 753 UM

iroGS BOUGHT DAILY

Hendon s Service Station

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Murray Livestock Co.
sestegnal -

Commi,,r.al Farm — Building Lois
Buying - Selling Leasin:,
and iac-i—Property
3114 55 M
Pi111111 73.1 7 !I

Closed
Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
111

Southside Restaurant
Healing
Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
7-if 4832
8111 dl Chestnut

Fri. and Sat.
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Plate Lunches Daily Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs arid All Social Meetings
753 3180
So Side Manor Shopping Center

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires— Batteries—Accessories

1105 Pogue

lHliv 5

131 S 12th

Phone 753 1489

Murray

eh 751 1S71

Murray Sport & Mann.
E viiii 1/0
pol,K,,11

el S 11.00— TIdeCraft
Craft— Boat

Campers

Complete Service Shop
718 SouthIlti

Claude Vaughn
ricierati;,1
Ale Conditioning -Heating-Commercial Ref
Service Through Knowledge
Ptaine 753 8181

80: Chestnut

Henny Penny Chicken Pizza Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 12.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phorr, 753 2997

and Air Conditioning
Plumbing, He...
tential —Sales & Service
Commercial and
Repa ;s 8. 1 ,-," 'lion — Gas a sew..
1 )""11' 753-6168
'
501 N. 4th

On Sunday

Phillips GA Products

RCA Victor - Frigidaire Maytoo
Phone 753 1. 13
403 Maple

No 4th Street

Phone 753 1421
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THIS WEEK'S TV
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
W43114

WLAC-5

WSIX4

SUNDAY
Sunrise Semester Know Your Bible
6:30
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
7:00 .
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
World-Tomorrow
7:30 Discovery
Penelope Pitstop
Three Stooges
8:00 Roadrunner
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
9:00 Jambo
Johnny Quest
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life oral Roberts (
Discovery
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
Flipper
11:00
Sierra Club
Pet Set
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
News Cmhf:
Aces
the
Chg.
Goren
12:00 Meet the Press
Stoll of the City
12:30 Newsmakers
NBA Basketball
Hockey
1:00 Movie
1:30
2:00
2:30 Lost in Space
3:00
Car Race
3:15
Big Valley
3:30 Gidget
4:00 Bowling
Spelldown
4:30 Adam-12
4:45
Tourn. of Champs
Reports
5:00 Comment
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Lassie
6:00 Scene at Six
Hogan's Heroes
Award Movie
6:30 Disneyland
Ed Sullivan
7:00
7:30 Bill Cosby
8:00 Bonanza
Glen Campbell
Movie
8:30
Jackie Gleason Show
9:00 Bold Ones
News
10:00 Scene at Ten News
Perry Mason
10:30
Movie
11:30
The Late Show
News
12:00
1:00
Sign Off

97th Kentucky Derby To Be Request
Telecast on CBS This Week Permit For

_.,Leept
"NBC World Premiere Movie of a 017 'councilman is murBy JACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI)—The 27th Encore" at 9 screens "The In- dered (R).
FRIDAY
running of the Kentucky Derby truders," starring Edmond
Application has been made to
will be telecast from the Church- O'Brien and Don Murray in a -The Name of the Game" on
ill Downs track Saturday on the tale about the James-Younger NBC at 8:30 has "Little Bear e -Nashville District, Corps of'
gang's plan to raid a Minnesota Died Running." Mystery of why gineers, U. S. Army, for a
CBS network.
CBS airs a bridge tournament Town (RI.
a young New Mexico Indian mut to construct a water inSunday and a professional bas- A new musical special, "Tom took the life of his boyhood take pipe and submarine
crossings on the Cumberland
ketball playoff game Saturday. Jones...Movin' Up River," le friend (R).
The new week brings a fresh on ABC from 10 to 11. The Brit- The CBS movie at 9 screens(River
musical version of Al Capp's ish singing star's guests are 1967's "Jack of • Diamonds",' Col. John C. Bell, district
comic strip character, "L'il Ab- Phil Harris, Mary Travers and starring George Hamilton, Jo-(engineer, said the application
ner," via ABC Monday. This Tina Charles. The theme is seph Cotten and Maurice Evans:was made by the City of Erin,
network has auto racing and tracing the history of jazz from in a thriller about an interna-(Tenn.
golf specials Sunday, and a Tom New Orleans to the rest of the tional jewel thief.
7 The plans call for a 6-inch,
Jones musical special on Mon- world.
NBC preempts "Strange Re- water intake pipe at Cumberland
day.
Tuesday
port" at 10 for a special, "The River Mile 108.3, left bank; a 10NBC repeats "A Storm in
Rod Serling's 90-minute Hall- Loyal Opposition," on which sit inch submarine crossing of
Summer," a Hallmark Hall of mark Hall of Fame drama, "A Democratic U. S. senators, all Guices Creek opposite CumFame drama starring Peter Storm inSurnrner," starring Pe- potential presidential candi- berland River Mile 105.0, left
Ustinov, on Tuesday. King Has- ter Ustinov as a small town dates, will discuss current af- bank; and a 10-inch submarine
san of Morocco is the week's delicatessen owner who is re- fairs. Senators are
Hum- crossing of Yellow Creek opposite
"Meet the Press" guest.
luctant host to an underprivil- phrey, McGovern, Muskie, Cumberland River Mile 108.0, left
eged black boy from Iarlem, is Bayh, Hughes and Jackson.
Highlights (Times EDT):
bank.
SUNDAY
on NBC at 7:30 p.m. preemptThe proposed intake pipe will
SATURDAY
King Hassan II of Morocco, in ing "Julia" and '
Don Minnesota vs. Boston on be 18 feet below probable
the U. S. on a state visit, is in- Knotts Show" (r).
NBC's 2 p.m. baseball telecast. minimum pool elevation 353.0
terviewed on NBC's "Meet the
ABC's "Movie of the Week" at CBS sirs an American Has- All lines will be buried.
Press" at 1 p.m.
8:30 screens "How Awful About ketbal. Association playoff The decisions as to whether a
From 1 to 2, CBS airs "World Allan," starring Anthony Perk- game at 2 (teams to be an- permit will be issued will be
Championship Bridge," a chal- ins, Julie Harris and Joan nounced).
based on an evaluation of the
lenge match between the world Hackett in a suspense thriller CBS cnverage of the Ken- Impact of the proposed work on
Factors
champion Dallas Aces and the about a man tormented by whis- tucky Darby begins at 5 at the public interest.
affecting the public interest inCharles Goren stars taped in pering voices ( R ).
aurchill Downs.
London.
"NBC Tuesday Night at the Jonathan Winters, Sonny cludes, but are not limited to,
National Basketball Associa- Movies" at 9 screens 1968's "A James and the 5th Dimension navigation, fish and wildlife,
tion playoff game, ABC at 2 Man called Gannon," starring are guests of Andy Williams on water quality, economics, con(teams to be announced).
servation, aesthetics, recreation,
Tony Franciosa and Michael NBC at 7:30 (R).
MONTiav
National Hockey League play- Sarrazin as cowboy friends who NBC's movie at 8:30 screens water supply, flood damage
off gaoe, CBS at 2 (teams to be find themselves on opposite 1966's "The Fortune Cookie," prevention, ecosystems, and, in
5:45
Country Journal
sides in a range war (R).
announced).
starring Walter Matthau and general, the needs and the
News
6:00 Morning Show
ABC has a live telecast of the
Jack Lemmon in a comedy welfare of the people.
6:30
Morning Watch
WEDNESDAY
Real McCoys
Written statements received in
Trenton (N. J. "200" Indianapabout
a scheme to swindle a
Show
7:00 Today
Bozo
olis-car race from 4:15 to 5:45. Alan King is host on NBC's insurance company in an acci- the Nashville District Office, P.
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
0. Box 1070, Nashville, Tenn.
From 5:45 to 7:30, ABC cov- 'Kraft Music Hall" at 9 for a dent case (R).
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romer ROM
ers golf's Tournament of Cham- comedy-song spoof nostalgia
37202, by May 10 will become a
9:00 Dish's Place
called "Things Ain't What They
Hazel
pions at La Costa, Calif.
part of the record and will be
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
Ed Sullivan's guests include Used To Be," featuring Lena PIGSTY SOLITUDE
considered in making the permit
10:00 Sale of Century
Family Affair
Gourmet
Arthur Godfrey, Sonny James Horne, Charles Nelson Reilly SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio determination.
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
and
Vitek
)—Robert
Stiller
Jr.,
and
That Girl
19,
L.
( UPI
Meara (RI.
and Loretta Lynn on CBS at
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
Mama Cass, Lorne Greene, sat out his three-hour pigsty
8 (R).
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
Wednesday WINNER BY. A WHISKER
In "The Condemned" on ABC's and Kris Kristoferson headline sentence in privacy
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
WACO, Tex. I UPI(—Students
"The FBI" at 8, two Philadelphia on "The Johnny Cash Show' for at an undisclosed location.
12:05
ABC at 9(R).
Singing Cony.
Judge Manuel Rocker handed at Baylor University have
bank robbers are chased across
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal
In the "Medical Center" epi- the youth the unusual sentence elected Miss Delilah Bear as
the country 1R.
1700 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
sode on CBS at 9, parents ob- for calling a policeman a pig. spring holiday queen.
Newlywed Game
MONDAY
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
Miss Bear received twice as
ABC preempts "The Newly- ject to a doctor's efforts to help Vitek also was fined $100.
secret storm
2:00 Another World
Gen. Hosp.
wed Game" and "The Reel their drug-addict daughter ( RI. The judge became secretive, many votes as the other nine
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
however, after police and candidates combined. At her
THURSDAY
Game," 8 to 9, for a new mus300 Another World
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows
Wednesday, she
ical treatment of the "L'il Ab- Roger Miller, The Tempta- newsmen asked permission to coronation
Lucy Show
3:30 Star Trek
Gilligan's Island
ner" .comic strip characters tions, Lily Tomlin and Redd accompany Vitek to the desig- received a case of soda pop.
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
(not to be confused with the Foxx visit Flip Wilson on his nated pigpen and to photograph The new queen is the school's
4:30 Wild, Wild West
mascot, a 3k(2-foot-tall bear cub.
turn.
stage and screen musicals about NBC hour at 7:30 p.m. (R).
5:00
News
The CBS movie at 9 scr
"I don't want this to become
same). Pollution problem fig5:25 News
Weather
Roman circus," said the
ures in the story. Ray Young 1966's "Judith," starrhig Soph
5:30 News
News
News
and Nancee Parkinson play Ab- Loren in a love story against a judge.
.1eannie
6:00 Scene at Six
News
ner and Daisy Mae. Cameo background of conflict in the
6:30 Red Skelton
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsmoke
Roles feature Eddie Albert, Car- Middle East.
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
"The Color of Fury" is the
Bobwhite quail have an anol Burnett, Ken Berry, Monty
7:30
Here's Lucy
The Real Game
Hall and Donald O'Connor. Score t're on ABC's "Dan August" at nual mortality rate of about
8:00 Movie
Movie
Mayberry RFD
Evidence points to a black BO per cent whether they are
by Earl Brown and Jimmy 9.
8:30
Doris Day
tant leader after the sister hunted or not.
Dale.
9:00
Carol Burnett
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
Dick Cavett
10:30 Tonight Show
Mery Griffin

River Work

Television notes
Broadway's current "Story
l'heater, Paul Sill's unusual
satiric interpretation of fairy
tales and other public domain
Aeries, will become a regular
video series us Canada, with
syndication of same to U.S.
stations. The Canadian Television Network has contracted
for 26 half-hour shows, to go
on the air in the fall.
Chaparral,"
High
-;`The
"Lamle," and "Wild Kint
doin," dropped fpm network
programming for the 1971-72
heason, will be syndicated as
repeats.
Group 1; Productions(Westinghouse) has acquired American syndication rights, as of
next fall, to a successful British
half-hour comedv series."Doctor in the House," starring
Barry Evans.

Jack Benny will be seen
during the summer as a (guest
star on the first two Britishmade "Kraft Music Hall"
shows in this
gram's summer series on'
Veteran character • actor
Harry Morgan, who has been
prominent on the' tube for
years, will co-star with Robert
Conrad in NBC's new fall
half-hour series, "The D.A."'
The program is a production
by Jack Webb, with whom- Morgan appeared for four years
on 'Dragnet."
"Mannix" fans will have to
change their viewing habit this
fall. CBS is moving the popular
private eye series, starring Mike
Connors, from Saturday to
Wednesday night, 10 p.m.
—Jack Gayer
4

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,-They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use — our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
-6:0 Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
•-• help medical bills, educational expenses.
.And we know bow to tailor repayment proto their production and income.
A'Rvic grams
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year
a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Kiwi, Office Manager
Phone 753 560r2
305 North 9th Street

qmem•••••

Television Schedule
wSm-TV
4

Channel

:00
111
IS
.31/1
•
• IS
•

6

WLAC-TV
7/SIX-TV
Chaseel S
°tonna' 8
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
I Dream of Joann.*
Brady Bondi
Nanny & the Professor
Pertridge Family
That GM
Odd Celatto
L.Arno-Wan Style
Arwining Smell"
LOP% American Shen
Movie
Howe, Wihr ; Soorts Meg, BMW., SPeghl
Perry...awn
Perry 00.98/1
"13 West Street"
Movie
Moyle:
"My Outlaw Brother'
Move

Nom; Wily.: Sots. News; Wthr.; Sports
Interns
High Chaparral
Interns
hinds Chaparral
Marne of the GameAntly Griffins
Nam; Si the DarneMovka:
of In. Gans* "Meow Steal
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SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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AD TV $cram

•

Watt *ram

Her* bars
:11 ittodows
Istawa,.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

Wild Kineller0
Trek
12 :1110
39 Star
.
:et Star T reit
I
Basebell:
• •
10
70 LOS Amens Ps
i :le Cincinnell
g111410.11
linebait
•DM Reeves
30 fisshyote
r00 W,Itern Oros.
A Porter Wagons.

_ 3
4

Caellasaltv Carder S

Rent
a
Safe
Deposit
Box.

.0

•

renterican BamPstithet
Destardiv & Mettler
ATM Kan Sand S We!
towns
Make Ream tor Daddy Le* Temp
Wrestling
?Pen Valley DOTS
wrest...oil
Te Bit Magmata
P115,00
i00,
13
CBS Don Classic
our forrwm* Si
:IBS Celt Classic
Chwrenens
'.:13S Golf Classic
Wide World et Sesols
move
Wide World of Sewn
•'1,.,w 1.55."
Wide World if SPOIT1
News
F iS11,00
illegm

cheviot's

The oldest reason in the world
for buying a new one.

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
10

News.
. Sporstievis
. Seer%
.30 Antey *digests
Mission Imoossibie
IS Andy Witionis
Mission. impossible
:11 movie,
My Three Sons

L Imre/Ka Welk
Lawrence Welk
Untamed World
Pearl Se Hey
Arno
PIPOI I Bailey
n NOV i•
VW/ Icier MOP!
50505 L8WVer 1
Movie
*annex
Young Lowrey.
Menai.
Hugh X Lewis
WI
Sports
Now";
Swwts"XrA V4
;07 S." Dick Gwen
10 le"DeaT4
:MI Dawn F most
Perri was..
0401 Caen.
DMA Caren
.k :MI Arrive's
Ten Days to Totowa"
MayM

9 :35
:le

• Ti
frh

mew.

1e

Safeguard your jewelry and other valuables
against fire and theft. For just pennies a week
You'll breathe a little easier.

YOU TAKE NO CHAKCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
Murray, Ky.753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
-Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO gEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Wash,

PEOPLESiBANK
C.,
MURRAY

Meet Jim Freint, age 25.
And his automobile, oge 23.
Now there's nothing unusual about
a nice human being being 25.
But you have to admit ifi a bit unusual when a car, even a Volkswagen,
is still running araund at the rip* old
age of 23.
But, you see, in this ixia_gf "New,
Now, Wow" automobiles, we sr!liond
little fitful making our little car took
better. (Obviously.)

01
se
IS

Burw• do spend a great deal of
time Making it work better.
Each and every one of the 5,11-5
parts in the VW has been improved
'and improved again since Jim's car
mode its first journey bock in 1949...
We, of course, mentioned this to
him and suggested that maybe after
23 years, it was time he traded his
old one in fora new one.
"Oat call me, I'll call 'you," he
said.

•2an
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,ANC.
800 Chestnut
Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Won thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P M

a

k
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We are really having a "Clean-Sweep" Sale! We have in stock odds and ends of specials, left from previous sales.
since
Profit has been cut to the bone! We have to move these items at some price. This is a first come basis sale,
some of these specials are one of a, kind, or in limited supply. All new merchandise, fully guaranteed, some still
in new cartons.

Frigidaire big capacity
air conditioner
with Jet-fast cooling
IttllIIIMIII1111111111111111011

• For BIG room cooling ...and open-type
adjoining rooms. Many one-floor plan
homes, too. 19,000/18,700 BTU/hr.'
• Wide-angle air flow with finger-tip control for draft-free comfort.
•Walnut-pattern front panel conceals
controls.
• Jet-Aire Vent freshens room air by exhausting stale air in minutes.

'30995
chers

Frigidaire "Take Home"
air conditioner
is easy to install
• 6,000 BTU/hr.'
Automatic thermostat for carefree comfort.
• Two-speed fans. Pushbutton
cooling controls.
115-volt operation'

This big -screen color console
features RCA's advanced
Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT,)
for fiddle-free tuning
convenience. Computerdesigned glare-proof picture
tube and powerful New Vista'
chassis assure high level color
performance. Put the luxury of
Color TV in your home at an
easy-to-buy price withthis
outstanding value
from RCA.
_

•

1TOW

ell us
going
d up
pie
So we
eeds.
extra
nses

TA. MARKHAM
Model GP Sea
23' diasonal poets,

t procome

Special! FREE Ice Maker
refrigerator

Enjoy Vivid Color
Portable TV at a
Budget Price

with Frigidaire BIG 20.0Cu. ft.
WeltItS*Shr"
x$SSIFFtV'l paserai
sicesloss
iz
assesal
srattricasa

wavasettflw
tii.pstIsag's
zaststasel5
;LFTPillSigal
offtAlt"ip
"
Vite"

tfIcer get the oomienience
of an Automatic Ice Maker
lin a 100% Frost-Proof
side-by-side refrigerator.
No more spilling and filling. Always enough ice ksr
a pair Of a party.

Hurry! limited
time only.

RCA products
are built right
and backed right
AccuColor RCA's new system fnr color television.
Model-for-model, dollar-for-dollar the most vivid,
most life-like, most consistently accurate, most dependable
color in our history. And our most automatic.

RCA launches
age of
AccuColor

the

The LATHAM
NA* VIsta* Model FP Sc.
25• dmion•I poctwe

Built like this

Wash, dry and fold ...•WithOut moving a step
Top loading automatic washer and electric dryer operate independently of each
other. Use the washer and dryer at the
same time . or separately! Washer top
is a handy folding surface
• 2-Speed family-size washer has Regular
and Delicate settings for the flexibility a
family washer must have
*-s• Flowing Heat dries clothes sunshine
fresh No-Heat Cycle is ideal for fluffing
blankets or pillows.
• Polo st000rng to wash or drryt Lift washed
clothes straight up to the dryer. Ifs piece
lalls, it falls on or in the washer . . not
on the floor Eye Level Controls
in tirstb w:mhirir
• Permanent press care
and dryer.

More service
men and more
service trucks
than any other
appliance dealer.

RCA AL( Jcolor table
model with panoramic
25 diagonal screen size
and its own base for
cohversion to the console
look Brilliant, lifelike
color Consistent
dependable performance
Accurate automatic
tuning Come see it

Portable viewing
with performance
and rollability!
Here s a big -screen
portable that combines
traditional RCA quality
with room -to -room
mobility Comes complete
with its own rollabout
stand Powerful chassis.
sharp i,-,ocon

AccuColor brings
together all the
features you want
most • Vivid color
Dependable
performance.
Automatic tuning.
Th•CAurouR
%MN GP-92
.
n'&MAAR Wm...

Slim, trim RCA
FM-AM Portable,
AC/DC powered
Versatile. vertically styled
portable provides FM
and AM listening
pleasure anywhere you
go AC or battery
operation Slide-rule
vernier tuning AFC for
drift -free FM Earphone
and batteries included
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get the job done
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE I

FRANCHISE

SERVICES OFFERED

TERMITES
Eat Your Home

DAIRY QUEEN STORE

1111
--10P-1011111
&

TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE and Dairy
DEVELOPMENT Queen

C

ACROSS
1 Pitcher
5 Jog
9 Hawaiian
wreath
12 Repetrtton
13 Garden to
14 Comunction
15 Teutonic deity
16 Undergarment
18 Obscure
20 Saint (abbr.)
22 Landed
24 Bark cloth
27 Retail
establishment
29 Dregs
31 Algonquian
Indian
32 Longs for
34 Knocks
36 Roman Catholic
(abbr.)
37 MI.11.1Cal
dramas
.141
477

4
5
6
7

Things ir law
Quaver
Sword
Stamp of

approval
8 Spread for
drying
9 Tibetan priests
10 Printer's
MOS= ril

11
17
19
21
23
25
26
27
28
30
33
35
38
*0

Cyprinoid fish
Note of scale
Pronoun
Pitch
River duck
Specific
Agree to
Husband or
wife
Saucy
Mast
Declared
Break suddenly
Narrow opening
Three-banded
armadillo

'.1kiDERN THREE bedroom
.dne on 20 acre farm in the
r axon community. Large family
room with fire-place. Double
garage. One
mile
from
elementary school on blacktop.
Phone 436-5434 after 4:00
A24P

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

GOING WIT!
No time to haggle, so price
reduced for immediate sale.
Beautiful brick home with
everything you want. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, carpeting, central heat and air
for pleasant living.
DONALD R.TUCKER,
REALTOR
753- 4342
502 MAPLE STREET
EDNA STARKS KNIGHT,
ASSOCIATE

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
./ Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce
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NOTICE

NOTICE

LOVELY HOME on North 18th
Street. Brick veneer, three
bedrooms, two full baths, well
lighted large living and dining
teha
end garaatged
ktio
e,
1
:
nee)r1. University, quiet neighborhood.
Phone 753-6527.
A29C

ven
4 aretentPa
i -.GRAND OPENING
TRIANGLE INNKentucky
RESTAURANT1A
I Friday Night, April 23 . 4

at
43 South American
animals
46 Doctrine
48 Exalt the
spurt of
51 Negative
53 Spent* article
56 Definite
attic*

ROACHES
Carry Germs

PESTS

"I Arill

MOO

2/
1
2 ACRE LOT in Cypress Street
Sub-division. Call or see C. D.
Jones Fulton, Ky., Phone 479-2624
)ay) or 479-2769(night >.
A24C

GIT RID Of

107 N. 5th Murray, Ky.
753-9900
Home Phones: Pat Mobley, Salesman, 753-8958
Joyce & Jesse Spencer - 753-3616

rossword Puzzle

LOT AND HOUSE. Lot is 90 wide
by 190 deep. Price $1,600.00.
Location is Stella, on Highway
121 Phone 753-4668.
A23C

ANDERS
Are Paxson

FOR SALE in Western Kentucky town. Reasonable
terms to right party!

/

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

58 Shade tree
60 Poem
61 River in
Siberia
62 Pronoun
64 Babylonian
deity
66 Faroe Islands
whirtwirki

Auivia,

A BAND WILL BE PRESENT!
Free Suckers and Balloons for The Kidst
will be serving ... CATFISH SUPPERS _
«
B-041 uteutEN ana B4-Q RIBS FRIDAY RICK
....a.......0.
.4111.....41111...41111...41bullia.

1...........

r•ug..•Ty

41
42
44
45
47
49

Above
Cash drawer
Swift
Place
Distribute
Walk with
measured step
50 Paradise
52 Story
54 SyMbol for

TWO BEDROOM frame house
with Aluminum siding, on one
acre of land. Storm windows and
I doors, carpeted, located about ts
mile from city limits on Lynn
Grove Highway. Phone 753-5973
s after 4:30 p.m.
A26C

4

THREE BEDROOM house on
South 6th Street. Large living and
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE dining area with carpet and
&antis 2 ftill haths. "2 basement.
den, five closets including linen
closet. Three air conditioners,
garage, gas heat, shady lot with
garden plot in back yard. Shown
by appointment only. Phone 753two family home is located on a quite street near schoo.
A26C
1389 or 753-3465.
hospital & downtown Murray. The lot is large with fruit trees
garden space. All rooms are paneled, with wall to wall carpet i
;LIGHTLY TARNISHED but
living & dining of downstairs. There are two fireplaces at
sterling—This once was a
rate drives. Lots of closets an/ storage also full baseme
delightful home, but now needs
.th outside entrance. The upper is completely furnished. Ni.
some polishing and painting. Do a
' come from both, Rented all the time. Nice home with
'neon
Little work and save a lot of
rent both. Priced reasonable Call 753-1257.
money. Nine big roomy rooms for
only $14,400. They can't build 'em
at this price anymore. Edna
Starks Knight, 753-4342
after
A23C
5:00 p.m. 753-4910
IliaI\ Addib.

This

Mi
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7
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61 Ile

INCOME PROPERTY

63
5=
67 Wager
68 Comfort
69 Skives
DOWN
1 Before
2 Adored
3 Latin
1 conjunction
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Members of the eight-county
Purehase Crime Council have
endorsed three legislative
proposals to improve law enforcement and criminal justice.
justice.
The proposals ask that:
—Sheriffs be allowed to succed
themsleves. Kentucky sheriffs
are now restricted to one fouryear 'term.
-State salary supplements be
provided for local law enforcements
officers
and
standards
minimum
and
qualifications be set for all police.
Legislators provide State
funds for use by local units of
government in meeting matching
fund requirements for federal
grants made under the Safte
Street Act.
Purchase Crime Council
chairman Robert Holt announced
endorsement of the proposals.
Holt said results of the vote are
being sent to the Kentucky Crime
Commission with a recommendation that the legislative
changes be sought.
The counties of Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken are represented on
the Purchase Crime Council.
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1613 DODSON. A THREE BEDROOM brick. Family room with fire-place. Electric heat. In
excellent condition. 323,250.00.
50 ACRE FARM, TWO MILES South of Providence. Fair house. Fteally good land.
816,000.00.

TWO USEI
freezers. Bil
Supply,753-56

AT PANORAMA. NEW DOUBLE TRAILER house on nice corner lot. All new furniture,
including color T.V. goes with house. All for 316,000.00.
1708 MAGNOLIA. A BEAUTIFUL three bedrootn home with everything. Brick porch and
walk, also large brick patio. Family room with large fire-place, all carpet. }f 21
/
2 baths
and is deluxe in every way. $34,750.00.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY ON COLDWATER ROAD with a good frame home. Has
basement and gas furnace. A furnished apartment on second floor with outside entrance.
Land adjoins North 20th Street and could be developed into lots. Over 6 acres in all, with a
good highway frontage. A good investment for someone.

SHOW ANE
Racking, re
mare, wallui
colt, ponies
fertilize deli
1348.

.1

YEAR AROUND HOME AT Panorama Shores. All built-ins, carpet, central heat and air,
basement. Beautiful wooded water front lot. One of the finest homes at Panorama.
ON NORTH 7th STREET, THREE BEDROOM brick and stucco with full basement, fireplace, central gas furnace, 11
/
2 baths. A real good buy in an older home that's in good condition.
1405 HENRY STREET. A nice two bedroom brick home with electric heat, carpet. A real
good buy at 314,200.00. You should see this.
1103 COLDWATER ROAD. A good two bedroom frame home. Central gas heat,
fire-place,
storm windows. A steal at 113,000.00.
15 ACRES AND GOOD TWO BEDROOM frame house,21
/
2 miles South of Lynn Grove. Bath,
electric heat. A good price, 312,500.00.

UIED SO]
Fiigidaire
glad conditioi
5.1M.

COTTAGE AT PINE BLUFF SHORES. 3 bedrooms Large paneled Sun porch, bath. On
water System. 312,000.00
COTTAGE AT PATTERSON POINT. 2 bedrooms, Kitchen, family-room combination with
fire place. Paneled. Large wooded lot. Good condition. 39,000.00

GARDEN 11
engine. Price
Home & Auto
nat.

SPLIT LEVEL ON POPLAR. Central Gas Heat, 2 baths, 3 B. R., garage, lots of closets St
storage space. Beautifully decorated by a professional di has fine carpeting. 819,500.00
ON KEENLAND DRIVE, 1704. Brick Veneer, three bedrooms and family
room. Large
kitchen, patio,two tile baths,-carpeted and all built-ins. Large utility room.
$24,500.00.

16 FT. BOAT,
hull, walk thr
75$-2340 after

FARRLS AVENUE, TWO BEDROOM brick with extra large family
room. Good condition
and close to theyniversity. $20,000..

1070 WKHA
racing cham
EOM,753-1294

TWO STORY COTTAGE AT Kentucky Lake on large wooded water
front lot. Fire-place.
$22,000.00.

11
/
2 YEAR 01
cat. Friendly
found allergic
3336 after 5:00

ON NORTH 18th STREET. Real pretty two bedroom brick veneer.
Has carpet, large kitchen and dining area,living room and bath. ALso has cyclone fence.
317,100.00.
NEW TWO BEDROOM FRAME Cottage at Panorama Shores.
This is a fine place for
summer home, week-ends, and the price is below building cost.
Look at this place at
38,750.00.

TWO ROW Le
new. Phone 43

NEW SPLIT-LEVEL IN Lakeway Shores on water view lot. Has large family room, two
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, basement, fire-place, garage. 813,500.00.

SEVEN WE.
492-8508 after

83 ACRE FARM. Nice frame house, good tobacco barn, good stock bana,.4 pr.5 good out.,
buildings. 3/
1
2 miles South West of Lynn Grove. 124,000.00.
IN SHERWOOD FOREST is another fine home. In the walkout basement there is a large
family room with fire-place, study, one bedroom, complete bath, furnace room and double
garage. On Main floor is three bedrooms, two baths, large kitchen with all built-ins, dining
room,entrance hall and living room. Has central heat and air. 838,000.00.
AT 1702 CALLOWAY IS this real nice three bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
garage, bath and utility room. This is above average in this price home. Has shady lawn
and is in Robertson School district. Has large transferrable loan. $21,000.00.
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121 Highway is this little two bedroom frame. Electric heat, airconditioner, bath, kitchen, living room and garage. Located on real large lot. 110.500.00
NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1312 Kirkwood Drive. Large carpeted living
room,kitchen and dining area, carport and nice lot. 817,800.00.
ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY on 94. Real nice three bedroom brick veneer on large lot.
Here is a real No for someone wanting a little ways from town. Has carpet, electric heat,
garage, wash house and many other extras. 316,800.00.
NICE FRAME HOUSE, garage, smoke hruse, 16 acres of land. Located on Highway 641
North about 5 miles from Murray. We thir this is one of our better buys. If you are looking
for a little land, this could be it. 818,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM-BRICK VENEER with basement on 4 acres of land. Has electric heat,
all modern conveniences. Located on Poplar Springs Road in walking distance of lake. This
is a nice home moderately priced. 818,000.00.
GOOD FRAME HOUSE ON 16 acres of land, 21
/
2 miles from Murray. Hassood fence and is
priced for quick sale. $14,250,00.
WE HAVE SEVERAL LAKE front lots; lake view lots, 2 and 3 acre lots in country and many
lots in the city. If you are planning to build this spring, let us show you some nice building
locations.
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEXIN LYNN GROVE. One side has three bedrooms, living room, den,
bath, nice kitchen and utility room. Other side has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
bath. Has double garage and one acre lot. $29,500.00.
YOU MUST LOOK AT THE inside of this lovely home at 806 South 17th Street. It has three
bedrooms, large family room, living room, utilitreeom, lots of closets, nice carpet and
large outside storage. 827,750.00.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO have a beautiful year around home on one of Panorama Shores best
Waterfront lots? This is a two story home with most modern conveniences. Plenty of trees,
boat dock. Just move in and start to enjoy living. 830,000.00.
•
ONE OF MURRAY'S MOST Modern and attractive homes on a quiet street. Has central
heat and air, large bedrooms, two baths, carpet, fire-place, double carport with double
outside storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if you are looking for a
beautiful home,give us a call and take a look. 835,000.00.
DUE TO THE MANY recent sales, we need listings of most all types of property.

Guy Spann Realty

'-

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
NITE PHONES:
Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunn.- 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919
Jack Persall - 75'3-8961

1

TWO USED G.E. upright FENDER SOLID State amfreezers. Bilbrey's Car & Home plifier, three 10 inch J. B. Lansing
A24C speakers with control cabinet.
Suppir,153-5617. •
$300.00. Phone 753-2863 after 5:00
M1C
SHOW AND Riding horses. p.m.
Racking, registered quarter
mare, walking mare, walking 15 FT. CRESTLINER boat, good
colt, ponies. Sawdust horse condition. Phone 753-8206 after
A23C
fertilize delivered. Phone 753- 4:00p.m.
A23C
1348
24 INCH GIRL'S Bicycle. New
tires. Good condition. Phone 753A24C
4584.

Homes from '2,995"
Low as 1195' Down
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
Murray, Ky. Next to
Holiday Inn
Ask about our rental

urchase plan, up to 10 yr.
C8.

3,000-FORD TRACTOR. Three 14
inch spring trip plows, and three
12 inch spring trip plows. Phone
A24C
753-6469.
COLOR TELEVISION, Sear's 18
inch portable, one year old.
Excellent condition, $175.00. Also
9x12 oval braided rug. Phone 753A23C
9371.

UtiED SOFA and chair, 4-HEAVY DUTY axles, tires,
Fftigidaire refrigerator. Real springs, bolts, electric brakes all
OA condition. Phone 753heavy duty. $80.00 per axle or
$150.00 per pair. Phone 753A24C
9242.
GARDEN TILLERS, 5 H. P.
engine. Price, $149.95. Murray
Home dr Auto, 10th and ChestA23C
Intl

BACKHOE and
DOZER WORK
• Septic Tank
Installation & Repairs
• Septic Tank
Pum ping
• All Types Ditching
• Dozer Work

TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
Air-conditioned with washer
furnished. Located in Fox
Meadows, South 16th Street.
$85.00 per month includes most
utilities. Families only. Phone
A24C
753-3254.
TWO BEDROOM apartment.
Central heat and air, carpet,
ceramic tile bath and shower,
stove and refrigerator furnished.
A24C
Phone 753-7850.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, just remodeled
$70.00 per month. Couple or girls.
Phone 753-8611 days or 753-9537
A24C
evenings.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
two students across street from
campus. Parking provided.
Available now. Phone 753-4342 or
A23C
753-4978.

FOR RENT

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
Newly decorated offic
All work guaranteed. Free
occupied by
pickup and delivery. Free building now
Located
company
insurance
natural
or
Antique
estimate.
Sycamore.
&
4th
South
on
753finish. Jerry McCoy,
May 5C Available May 1st, Call 7533045
5617 or 753-1257

TOWN & COUNTRY

SPECIALS!
Have you cleaned out the attic, garage, or
done your spring cleaning? If so, don't throw
anything away, just give it to us!

The Murray Jaycees
Are Sponsoring An

In the Bel Air Shopping Center,
directly in front of Otasco
All proceeds from this sale will
go to the Murray Jays---

PHONE
753-8391 ?fr,--753-6702 *,753-7451

Two Large Houses for the Price of One! Southern
Colonial, 6 bedrooms, 4 baths - Plus: Second
House, 7 bedroorrts, 3 baths. (Presently. renting
for 1200 month). bne block from college on
Olive Blvd.

REASONABLE TERMS
New Listing On Henry Street. The charm of
Colonial living in 3 bedroom brick with bath and
a half, large utility room, kitchen with built-ins,
central heat and air. Shaded lot.
Wooded Lot in CanterbumAstates. Ideal for
bi-level.
Gatesboro. 4 bedroom, 2 full baths, wall-towall carpeting. 00standing value at 121,500.
Newly Remodeled 3 bedroom brick, over 13
acres, on blacktop.Carpeted. Near Kirksey.
-Franchise Dairy Queen Store in Marion, Ky.
Idial for man and wife to be your own boss with
immediate income. Excellent terms for right party.

kOR ALL your home alterations
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or TWO BEDROOM duplex with
Tape Recorders
old. Free estimates. Call 753airrefrigerator,
stove,
C'TION SALE,Saturday, April
May 6C
6123.
GRADUATES;
COLLEGE
washer, dry
conditioner,
24, 130 p.m., at Freeman Bean
Stereo Systems
Nationwide organization has an
$50.00
month,
$115.00 per
farm, kix miles •East of Murray,
FULCHER'S TERMITE Control. 1714 Wells Ext. Couple-preferred, 21-2 miles1iff of highway 121 from outstanding opporWnity with
CHUCKS MUSIC
unlimited potential. Starting
2-2162. A3OP
Free inspection. Call collect no pets. Phone
CENTER
Good Shepherd Church.
income $61:10,80-$1,000.00 per
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247Since remodeling their home
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.'
upon
month, „depending
6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247Phone 753-3882
ROOM house, two and adding furniture when
Iva YEAR OLD male Siamese
Send resume to
M18C
qualificntions.
4783.
room,
coming back to live in Calloway,
drooms, large living
• cat. Friendly disposition. Owner
P.O. Box 981, Carbondale, Ill.,
kitchen, 2nd house on corner of they have, along with other
found allergic to cats. Phone 7536. Equal Opportunity Emclean
is,
by
753nee‘
that
sewing
Phone
a
rug
the
Vine.
surplus
the
of
your
family
members
ALL
and
ON,
FOR
Broad
A24P SOUP'S
M1C
. 3336 after 5:00p.m.
A26C of furniture. Small antiques, junk ployer.
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric an experienced seainstress, 4304.
$1. Western Auto, including formals, wedding
and other small items. Will
TWO ROW tobacco setter. Like shampooer
dresses, casttil wear, etc., call TWO BEDROOM modern house. twodinnette sets, wood anfttnetal WANTED: EXPERIENCED
A24P "Home of The Wishing
new. Phone 435-4970.
A24C Mrs.ç1è at 753-1314.
A24NC Air-conditioned. available May cabinets, chairs, real,4d radio, body man,full time. Mw-ray Auto
Well."
Phone 753-9900
107 N. 5th, Murray, Ky.
A26C another radio and ayer, T.V., Salvage. Phone 753-1596,
1st. Phone 436-2266:Phone
Pigs.
A26C
SEVEN WEANING
es,
carpenter
two
electric
A24C 1969 MOBILE HOME, 1
492-85(18 after 6.00 p.m.
WANTED: LAWNS to mow, any
ain and guards
Home Phones:
electric saw
vicinity of Murray. Phone 753- UNFURNISHED THREE room
Good condition. Phone 489saw. Old CAR HOSTESSES. Apply in
Remington
/
F5
foir
A26C duplex apartment. Mature lady
A27C 2707.
2156.
Pat Mobley, salesman, 753-895B
' machine, a group of person at K-N Root Beer. 4th and
preferred, no children. One block
glass, tea Ss camore. No phone calls
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole WANT TO DO farm work plus from court house, church, cisigned pressed
Joyce & Jesse Spencer 753-3616
picture please.
A23C
barn construction, utility poles looking for small house or grocery. Available now. Phone kettle, dinner bell,
cans,
milk
wheel,
wagon
frames,
Lumber
Murray
docks.
and boat
AZ
apartment to rent. Write Box 189 753-1299.
real nice old and modern china. WANTED: EXPERIENCED
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
State
Murray
Hall,
Hart
School desk, bottles, trunk, irons, mechanic. Apply in person • to
1TC
20,000 BTU model cools up to 4 Ky.
A23P
University, Murray, Ky.
THREE BEDROOM 'house in lantern cash register. western Sanders Purdom Motor Sales,
rooms.+ Dual Stat turns unit
1961 OLDSMOBILE,GOOD tires,
cut
to
Kingswood Subdivision. Carpeted saddle, real nice iron bedstead. 1406 West Main.
needed
not
off when
A26C
SOFA, ROIL-A-WAY bed, desk
good motor. Inside clean, $75.00.
electric bills. Super Exhaust and many other interesting WILL MOW lawns, any vicinity throughout. Living room, den, Four young Angus cows with
A23P
Phone 753-5917.
also works as automatic (items. Leaving city. Phone 753- in Murray. Reasonable. Phone two baths, kitchen, central heat, calves at side. Drinks and sand-,
A23C and air, dishwasher. Phone 753- wiches
THE COMMONWEALTH OP
Douglas WOMEN FOR part or full time
served.
exhaust fan for fresh air 8401.
TFC 753-5744.
, CALLOWAY1
interview
For
KENTUCKY
salary.
For
Auctioneer.
Good
work.
5:00
door
•
or
after
•s
489-2455
Shoemaker
TWO
7337
334.37
1967
CHEVELLE
Reg.
without cooling.
A23C hardtop, 396-Four speed. Good Circuit Court ALICE CLARK,
or auction service call 753-3056 or 753-6735.
HOME Transporters.
MOBILE
A26('
information
. 304.30 +
Now only .
151-2 FT. MAHOGANY run-about, Local and Nationwide. Insured,
dial 7534375. Also having sold the
condition. Phone 753-3418. A23P Executrix of the Estate of Louisa
bependent on placement, size
bottom unit to Evinrude motor. bonded, safe, reliable. Tra
Frances Parker PLAINTIFF,
Ike
Mrs.
late
the
of
in
build-up
furniture
heat
of home,
Can be seen at 916 North 18th Homes. New Concord. Phone,436- TWO BEDROOM furnished Crass, the new brick home at 1646 NIGHT SHIFT waitress, full
RD Con- VERSUS ALBERT PARKER
THUNDERBI
1965
home.
Also
.
apartment, air-conditioned
A26C
Street.
2197 or 436-5515.
"A24C
Ryan Ave. is for sdie, easy terms time. Apply in person to Jerry's vertible, all power and air. and wife, ZULA PARKER
apartments for the summer
NOTICE OF
DEFEI$DANT.
{
Rudolph Smith, ad- Restaurant, Hazel Highway.A23C Cheap. Must sell. Phone 753Contact
SAVE $10 6,000 BTU model.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
SALE
the
of
member
TFNC
any
Trailer,
Or
Travel
ministrator
1970 FRANKLIN
6564.
Reg. 159.35 Now only . .
WILL BABYSIT/All your home 16th Street. Phone 753-6609. ANC
By virtue of a judgement and
: Crass family for inWANTED PERSON for regular
149.28 Transportation included 19 ft. Self contained: sleeps 6. through the /sCimmer months.
of sale of the Calloway
order
formation.
Dual 35 lb. gas bottles with Phone 753-44.
be
must
service station work,
, A29C FURNISHED ROOM for college
Court rendered at the
Circuit
converter,
control
automatic
handy with tools, experienced
NOTICE
A24P
March 17 Term thereof 1971, in
girls. Phone 79,3-7371:
battery pack and compressor,
person,
in
Apply
mechanics.
with
APPLICATIONS NOW being Johnson's Arco, 607 North 16th .0rET A SLICE of the good life. the above cause, for the Set*,
spare tire and carrier. Dealers AIJKMOTIVE air-conditioning
of Estate and its cost
_ p.alipres.sors. Rebuilt. $40 each. RENTING NOW for summer: taken for Country Estate for Street
list, $4,050.00. Due to health, will.
TFC Slide into a Chevy. 1971 Chevelle, tlement
proceed to offer for
shall
I
therein
reasonable
aged,
ambulatory,
753'GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans, two bedroom furnished or unsell for $2,750.00. Phone
4 door, as low as $3305.00. Air,
the Court House door in;
May 1P furnished apartment with wall to rates. Phone 753-4328 or 436Route 3 Murray.
9781
steering and brakes. sale at
power
A26NC MEN OR WOMEN lull time or Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., Murray Kentucky, to the highest:,
1970 MODEI,FRIGIDAIRE 20 ft.
wall carpet and central air. Call 2173.
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
part time. Do'you need money? South 12th Street;-lei'oss from bidder, at public auction on the'
side by side refrigerator and
5:00 p.m.
A28( ELECTROLUX SALES dr Ser- Don't borrow it. Write the Uncle Jeff's. Phone 753-2617. 26th dayiof April 1971, at 1:00
us completely cover your home 753-4131 after
freezer with ice maker, harvest
8 Track
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Nutrilite Agency. IRt me tell you
with Reynolds weather tight
gold color. Phone 753-5013. A24C
Come by and see; J. H. Nix,
CAR TAPES $4 95
a credit of SIX months, the
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
aluminum siding. Also we do
Charles Jenkins or Mac Fitts.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TN'
M17C
38242.
Tenn.
described property, tofollowing
Paris,
Kentucky.
87.
irungton,
on
and
soffitt
brick.
Box
overhangs
P.O.
SIAMESE KITTENS, priced
A24C
Dixieland Shopping
M2OP
wn':
Storm windows & doors, shutters
phone number.
Give
right, house broken. Phone 753Center
NEW MOLDS for precasting'
Beginning at the Southwest
and carports. Free estimates.
A24C
1348.
concrete steps. Fibreform WANTED; PAINTER, 'ex- 1965 MUSTANG convertible, intersection of Poplar and SouthCall Garland's Aluminum SerCompany, Grand Rivers, Ky. perienced. steady work. For automatic, 6 cylinder, $595,00. 9th Streets; thence South with
AQUARIUM, COMPLETE with 1969 SUZUKI 500 motorcycle. vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
A24C West edge of 9th Street 87 feet 10
A24P interview call 753-5287.
• A28C Phone 436-557-0:
42045, or call 362,8517.
Sedalia 34-8398.
MIC
fish. Phone 753-8267 after 4:00 Phone 753-8263 after 5:00
inches to a stake; thence West 60
A24C
A24C p.m.
p.m.
-WANTED: STUD ervice for WANTED•
AGF'S 16-20, for snack 1966 CORVETTE Convertible V8 feet to a stake; thence North 87
female Dachshund. Phone 492in automatic, power steering and feet 10 inches to a stake and South
IJS-.-fcit- your Soybean 8508 after 6:00 p.m.
A2,4t, bar and box office work. Apply
Toy
REGISTERED
AKC
M rra brakes. Price $1650.00. Phone 753- edge of Poplar Street; thence
:00
with WANT TO BUY used corn
tractor
Chalrner
ELLIS
B
8
puppies,
Poodle
and
Pekingese
Seed, Inoculation and
A24C East with Poplar Street 60 feet to
7178 after 5:00p.m.
753-5216. A24P elevator, 15 to 20 feet long. Phone
SOMETHING DIFFERENT and Drive In
to 10 weeks old. All have been equipment. Phone
for
Solo
and
the point of beginning. For source
Mix
Moly
A23C
489-2118.
unique-a personalized gift made -wormed and healthy. Very small
PONTIAC Tempest Custom of title see D. B. la page 409 in
1966
from
to
Mother
after
753-4469
order
just
for
new.
Phone
like
pretty.
and
BEGINNERS GUITAR,
control of weeds. We
convertible, VB. Phone 753-5013 or the office of the Clerk of the
Jane's Ceramic Shop, 2 mil'
A26C Boy's Schwinn bicycle, 20 inch
7:00p.m.
see Rick Norsworthy, 221 South Calloway County Court.
have
Certified Hood and East on Highway 94. Phone
spider style. Good set of golf
A24C For the purchase price, the
15th Street.
A26(
clubs with cart and bag. Phone
also Non -Certified 65.13.
Dare,
purchaser must execute bond,
424C
- _.
'753-3672.
Get Your Dekalb
LEG CRAMPS? Try Supplical 'Payments approximately
D. New tires, with approved securities, bearing
bed
THUNDERBIR
Hood
and
truck
Dare.
1964
foot
12
TO
BUY
WANT
with calcium, only $1.98, at pale
Seed Corn
interest from the day of
based on Mag wheels, power and air. Like legal until
with cattle rack. Phone Porter
ITI' 180 monthly.
&Stubblefield Drugs.
paid, and having the
• Atrizen • Lorox
CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy to sham,753.6739
See at sale,
$725.00.
out,
A24P
and
inside
new
We Pay Highest Cash
F.H.A.
income,
family
• Lasso
effect
of a judgement.
and
force
do with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
A24C
Five
Points.
Clifford's Gulf.
iltiAT AND Mobile Home In• Hood Soybeans
Bidders will be prepared to
A24C
shampooer $1. Big K
Prices for Wheat, Corn surance Low rates. broad 235 program.
with these
• Dare Soybeans
WANT TO BUY one aluminum
1969 CHEVELLE, SS 396, 14,000 comply promptly
coverage. excellent claim ser;
and Soybean.
BEDROOM
terms.
4
&
3
• Wayne Soybeans
Larson or Crestliner sixteen foot
miles, 375 H.P., 4 speed. Factory
"ke. Check with us before )oo
boat, regardless of condition.
Farmers Grain &
BRICK
warranty. $2,000.00. Phone 7,5.3US
FOR
CALL
DAILY
Frank L. Ryan
Owen Fishing School, 306 Second
A29P
6936.
Seed Co.
;:alloway Insurance
wall
carpets,
dear
Master Commissioner
Wall
to
our
of
at
memory
collect
Ky.
Call
loving
In
Fulton,
Street,
Estate.Agency
QUOTATIONS!
Quality Field Seed & husband and father, Courtney C. night 472-1867.
Calloway Circuit Court
ceramic tile bath, Large
A24('
May3C
Price,
Comet.
Murray,
753-5842
Ky.
Ph.
MERCURY
1961
Service Railroad Ave Starks, who passed away one
PHONE 753-8220
lots, paved Streets.
A26C
753-5898
6150.00. Phone
Limited number available.
year ago today. April 23 1970 Its
WANT TO BUY used couch and
on
taken
year
lonely
first
Fair
Application
long
and
a
such
Efficient
been
SEVEN YEAR old Sorrel saddle
mattress for half bed, used
1968 LEMANS, power steering,
come. first serve bases
maize, very gentle. Ideal for without you. We miss you so dresser,
Service To All
conditIpn.
good
automatic.
air-conditioned,
empty
so
is
home
our
much,
436Phone
children.
and
women
Reasonably priced. Will do
Phone 7753-7940 after
$1,300.'00.
God
knew
best.
but
you,
without
A23C
2149.
TFC
6:00 p.m.
He called you home in Heaven to housework
rest, out of your suffering one-9534655we'll be together again
THE PLACE to buy those good pain. But
then, you're WANT Tt! Hull': logs and
07 N. 5th 753-9900
Norgeand Gibson appliances, no someday, and until
LOST: HOOD for 18 H P.'Johnson
missed.
sadly
and
loved
standing timber. Also have for
every
Home Phorits
big sale, just low prices
outboard, between Panorama
By Wife. Rozelle & Sons . - :ale lumber and sawdust.
Rowland Refrigeration
Pat Mobley 753-8958
Shores and Mayfield. Phone 753
and Murray Sou Mill and Lumber Co.
110 %NO. St.
753-36V
A26P
&des and Service. 110 South 12th Ricky. Bobby . Billy
Jesse Spencer 753 3616
7553 after 5:00 p
ITC Phone 753-4141.
TFC
Nlay6C
Street
16 FT. BOAT, motor, trailer, trihull, walk thru windshield. Phone
A27C
759-2340 after 4:00 p.m.

HAVE A LISTING? CALL US!

COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE
and
DEVELOPMENT

TOWN &

SOYBEAN
GROWERS-See

200 DOWN

sAtiltC
taw&
pAivr
UP
thahes Point
Store

TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE
& DEVELOPMENT
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RUMMAGE SALE
LEITERS.mi EDITOR
• • •
A rummage sale will be held at
George E. Caleene, Vie ,
Several persons were citea ana
the American Legion Hall on
I Continued From Page One)
untamed
From Page One
D.W.I., fined $172.00, cost Dear Mr. Williams:.
appeared in Hazel Police Court of
Saturday, April 24, from eight
The
From
A 'six-member finance )01
of
the individual and in his right
. ance setting the price of a.m. to two p.m., sponsored by
Judge Noah G. Paschall in the $5.50.
mittee has been named f.
to love, liberty, and the pursuit of
:iietery lots in the newly the Hardin Pentcostal Church of
past three weeks. Records show D.W.1. amended to reckless The public's image of today's Calloway County as a part
happiness.
of thr ,[•eried areas was read.
driving, fined $122.00 costs $5.50. university student, which has local organization for
the following occurred:
God. Proceeds will go to the
"I believe that every right
Democrats
city
took
the
bids
actions
about
by
the
on ap- church improvements. The
Mohommad H. Zarrighalam,
William Bean, Murray, D. W. I. been brought
international implies a responsibility; every
Bert Combs for Governor and
Press
United
By
Murray, Reckless driving, fined and no operators license, posted of some college and university Julian Carroll for Lieutenant proximately ..613,000 gallons of public is invited.
SALT LAKE CITY—Former opportunity, an obligation; every
gasoline for use by the sanitation,
$175.00, failed to appear, bond students, has caused questions Governor.
$20.00, costs $5.50.
Interior Secretary Walter Hick. possession, a duty.
'street,
lire
con
department
public
and
general
some
the
from
James S. Johnson, Paris, forfeited.
BATTERY STOLEN
Charles Starks, finance
"I believe that the law was
el, who says voters between the
police vehicles.
Woodrow Marshall, Flint cerning the value of higher chairman for Calloway
Tenn., speeding, fined $20.00
A Delco battery was taken off a ages of 18 and 21 will be a made for man and not man'for
County,
Union Oil won the bid at 24c per 1969 Chevrolet at Cain
Mich., D. W. I. and reckless education.
costs $5.50.
Treas major factor for change in the law; that government is the
said the following men have
Willis E. Wade, Paris, Term. driving, posted bond of $175.00, Those of us who work directly accepted posts on the finance gallon. Other bids were Texaco at Motor Sales, 806 Coldwater Road, future political campaigns:
servant of the people and not
29.42; Gulf Oil at 24.40; Standard Murray,
speeding,fined $20.00, costs $5.50. failed to appear, bond forfeited. with today's student know that Dammittee:
according to the report "These young citizens will pot their master.
Oil at 24.94; and E. M. Bailey made to the Murray
Kenneth E. Dicks, Lynnville, many people have the wrong Dr. Ray Ammons, Leon
James S. Collins, Murray, D. W
Police be swayed by slick television "I believe in the dignity of
Miller, Dist. Co. at 28.8.
I. and reckless driving, fined speeding,fined $20.00, costs $5.50. concept concerning the way Donald Tucker, Wade Jones,
Department on Thursday at eight commercials. They will be a labor, whether with head or
.1
A
representative
for Cushman
Billy Elkins, Dexter, D. W. I., students are thinking. The fact is R. Smith and Charlie
$144.50, costs $5.50.:
Lassiter was at the meeting last night. a.m. The cables were reported to great power in the next election hand; that the world owes no man
Phillip T. Carter, Cloverport, no operators license, fleeing from the great majority of our students Starks
have been cut, the police said. and will take a hard look at the a living but that it owes every
expressed
his
Several of the council had viewed
Ky., speeding, fined $20.00, costs police officers, reckless driving, have the same laudable objective ;ratification that the
candidates instead of following man an opportunity to make a
appointees
leadership
Cushman
Refuse
the
in scholarship and
Vehicle in
fined $200.00, cost $5.50
$5.50.
'represent a strong cross-section
living.
party lines."
action this week and the
that students have had through
A the community" and added
"I believe that thrift is
'• representative was present to
the ages.
that they should be extremely
PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti— essential to well ordered living
further explain the uses of the April 20, 1971
Jean-Claude Duvalier, in a and that economy is a prime
ADULTS 104
On Sunday, April 25, at 2:00 effective in fund-raising efforts in vehicle.
Eight persons have been Henry Patton, public drunkenradio aAilress after being sworn requisite of a sound financial
p.m. (CDT) in the University Calloway County on be,,balf of the The Refuse, Vehicle is a small NURSERY 12
charged, entered pleas of guilty, ness, one day in city jail.
in to succeed his father as structure, whether in governAuditorium, the outstanding Combs-Carroll ticket.
three wheel vehicle with a dump
and been fined in the City Court.
public students at Murray State
Tucker,
Lonnie
Combs and Carroll are can- arrangement
ment, business or personal afruler:
NEWBORD
'Haiti's
ADMISSIONS
on the back which
Special Judge Po-tem Harold drunkenness, two days in city University will recognized and didates for the top nominations in
Baby Boy Nance ( Mrs. Helen "I will continue the programs fairs.
be
used
by
garbage
is
collectors
to
Hurt presided on Friday, Apra jail.
"I believe that truth and justice'
honored. This day has been ap- the Democratic primary to be pick up garbage from the homes. Nance), Rt. 4, Murray, Baby Boy of my father."
16, and City Judge William
Dale Clark Southard, reckless propriately called Honors Day. held Tuesday, May 25.
Atkins (Mrs. Barbara Elizabeth
are fundamental to an enduring
Several homes may be served by
Donald Overby on Monday, driving, amended to speeding,
Atkins), Rt. 7, Murray Baby Boy
WASHINGTON — Sen. Ed social order.
Over 200 students and their
the small vehicle before the
April 19.
fined $10.00 costs $10.00. ,
Adams ( Mrs. Georgia Lee mund S. Muskie, D-Maine
"I believe in the sacredness
parents have been personally
vehicle
has
to
drive
to
a
point
to
Recoras show the following oc- Herman H. Bergmann, im- invited by Dr. Harry M. Sparks to
Adams), Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby visiting the camp of Vietnarr a promise, that a man's word
meet the large compactor trucks.
curred:
proper registration, fined $10.00 attend this event. Five hundred
Girl Watkins (Mrs. Barbar Ann veterans protesting the war:
should be as good as his bond;
Presently two men walk to the
(Continued From Page One
Russell Sledd, reckless driving, costs sio.oe.
Watkins), Rt. 1, Benton.
that character-not wealth or
"Your reaction to the war'
sixty-two high scholarship
homes,
dump
garbage
from
the
amended to speeamg, fined $10.00 Joseph F. Miller, unnecessay students have also been invited to J. E. Luckett announced earlier
power or position-is of supreme
has changed our policy."
in the week that revenues for the resident's trash cans into a large
noise, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. be present for recognition.
costs $10.00.
DISMISSALS
worth.
plastic
hamper,
then
the
men
run
ahead
year
-of
would
fiscal
Jerry Wayne McReynolds,
Joe Wilson, public drunkeness, Ronnie Joseph 'Morton, un"I believe that the rendering
TWO FIRES
the
waiting
walk
to
truck
to
pour
necessary noise, fined $10.00 The public isalso invited to this estimates but did not sav how
Dexter, Master James F. The Murray Fire Department useful service is the comm
two days in city jail.
garbage
into the large truck.
the
costs $10.00.
program. It will be most difficult much ahead.
Hargrove, Box 84, Murray, Mrs. answered two calls on Thursday. duty of mankind and that only
With the Refuse Vehicles, the
to bestow proper recognition to
Mildred Sue Watkins, Rt. 8, At 9:20 a.m. the firemen ex- the purifying fire of sacrifice
moves
slowly
truck
down
the
the students unless we have
Benton, Douglas Wayne Luff- tinguished the flames from a the dross of selfishness consum
FINED IN MAYFIELD
street with the vehicles serving
man, Rt. 6, Murray, William Ray grass fire on a vacant lot North and the greatness of the humati
John T. Brandon of Murray people in attendance. In past
it. It was pointed out that the
fined $113.50 for reckless driving, years some local citizens have Dear Editor,
Parrish, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. 15th Street. At 9:45 p.m. the soul set free.
system
is
efficient,
time
saving,
NEW YORK UPI i—Prices and Dwight Rutledge of Murray attended Honors Day. I am I have read with interest your
Ruth Mary Bell, Rt. 1, Almo, firemen were called to the house "I believe in an all-wide and
were narrowly lower at the was fined $28.50 for recklear always impressed when I see our most recent letters to the editor. money saving and saves wear Mrs. Nancy Josephine Futrell, at 504 Walnut Street; but it was a all-loving God, named bY
opening on the New York Stock driving by the Graves County local leaders displaying interest these dealing with senior proms, and tear on the large truck.
Rt. 5, Box 152, Murray, Fred short in fuse box and there was no whatever name, and that the
• Two of the vehicles cost just
Exchange today. ,
Court, according to the court in the activities at our University. and the wet-dry question. M)
Virglee Suiter, 111 S. 12 h, fire.
individual's highest fulfillment,
under
$6,000.
The
council
will
Stiortly after the opening report published in the Wed- I think this occasion would be personal question "Where will
Murray, Mrs. Demus Gertrude
greatest happiness and widest
declines topped advances, 195 to nesday issue of the Mayfiel an excellent opportunity for we dance, when we neglect our study the use of the vehicles and McClure, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
usefulness are to found in living
also
study
Paducah's
experience
158, among 484 issues on the Messenger.
anyone desiring to know what is earth to the point where there is
Jessie Flora, 1618 Magnolia Dr.,
in harmony with His will.
with
them
before
considering
a
tape. The Dow Jones industrial
really happening on this campus no decent place to go because the
Murray, Appha R000sevelt Ford,
"I believe that love is the
purchase.
average sagged more than a
to be in attendance.
Lynn Grove.
air is so polluted we can't breath
greatest thing in the world; and it
TWO CITED
The
city
voted
to
purchase
a
The
Lambda
Chi
Alpha
pledge
point.
it or the land is one hugh trash
alone can overcome hate; that
Two persons were cited by the
one year old six horsepower
class of Murray State University
U.S. Steel led its group lower, Murray Police Department on The Honors Day event dump?"
right can and will triumph over
the
make
will
not
probably
mower
for the price of $665 which
will sponsor a car wash on
losing % to 33's. Bethlehem Thursday. They were for public
April 21, 1971
On April 22 people all over the
might"
Saturday, April 24, at the 641
eased 4 to 231,4. Republic LB to drunkenness and driving while television headlines. It will not world will care enough to par- will be used primarily to drag the Adults 103
We don't know when Mr,
of
glamour
fanfare
and
have
the
ball
diamonds
in
the
city
park.
It
Super
Shell
from
eight
a.m.
to Rockefeller
4.
ticipate in Earth Day activities. will be used for some mowing Nursery 10
intoxicated.
originally wrote thill
however,
will,
riot.
It
campus
a
five p.m.
In the autos, General Motors
Can't we murrayan's show
above statement, but it was many
display the quality in educational
also. Some dispute resulted when
Charge
will
be
$1.50
per
car.
slipped % to 871.4. Chrysler at
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
everyone that we can take care of
years ago. But one thing is eel's
objective that the faculty and
it was found the mower was one
For free pickup and delivery call
31% and Ford at 64 were CONSERVATION DRIVE
Baby Girl Brown
our fine town' Not just on one
lain, it is just as important now aS
(Mrs.
for
planned
have
administrators
for
the
a
new
city
had
12
traded
753-9131,
a pledge class member
unchanged from Thursday's GENEVA ( UPI)—The World
Cynthia June Brown), 105 Shady
day but continiously, day after
then.
mower.
horsepower
Rex
Wildlife Fund hopes to raise our students.
closing.
Oaks, Murray, Baby Girl said.
day.
I
know
we
can
keep
our
our
local
many
of
how
wonder
Chairman
Alexander.
I
of
the
year
to
this
dollars
million
Chemicals were mixed. Du $3.3
Wilkinson (Mrs. Effie Jean,
town the shining example of
Parks and Recreation Committee Wilkinson),
Pont gave up 1,4 to 143. finance 93 projects to conserve citizens will attend to share the cleanliness it is.
617 Broad Ex
have
who
those
with
honor
mower
had
been
said that the
Monsanto picked up 1'2 to 44%. wild animals, birds and plants
Murray.
Can't
we
do
something
about
earned honor. Yes, I think. this
reconditioned and the tractor
Allied Chemical added 31t tC threatened with extinction.
would be a good time for all to Kentucky Lake before it become itself put in good running order
2101§.
DISMISSALS
so
foul
no
fish
can
survive
in
it. and that it would serve the parks
really
Superior Oil lost a point to It said the protects •-repre- come see and hear what is
Sylvester Harvey Welch, 504
Let's
battle
the
foe
before
he
digs
State,
for
Murray
fields
going on here at
well.
207%. Elsewhere in the group, sent the most urgent
Walnut , Murray, Mrs. Malory
his benches to deeply
The vote to purchase the
Pennzoil eased L• to 34%, action out of a vast range
Graves Russell, Rt. 6, Murray,
if
tackled
Sincerely,
be
to
have
seven
to
three
passed
by
a
mower
which
Occidental a like amount to
Miss Mary Ellen Lyon, 507 WS.
Cris Lee Birdsong
Charles L. Eldridge,
vote.
Ws. Phillips was unchanged at further deterioration of the
13th, Murray, Mrs. Sandra Fay
7th
grade
student
halted."
Chairman Honors Day
environment is to be
Alexander also reported that a
32%.
Lofton, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs. Jessie
Murray High
number of college students would
Mildred Washburn, Rt. 4, Benton,
be available to the city for help in
Harold Thomas Noyd, Jr., Ty. 3,
the summer recreation program
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Outland,
with the city paying twenty per Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Louise
cent of their salaries. Eight per
Geruin, Rt. 6, Murray, M rs.
financed
under a Federal
cent is
Carolyn Ann Batey, Rt. 5,
program. Tins was approved Murray,
Mrs. Glenda Sue Hale
with cost to the city being about and
Baby Girl, Box 97 University
$1300. This has been a regular
Station, Murray, Mrs. Gloria
annual program by the city.
June Dowdy, 102 Wms. Ave.,
Chief of Police James Brown
Murray, Mrs. Florence Virginia
reported on citations issued from
Olive and Baby Girl, Rt. 7,
April 5 through April 18 as
Murray, Mrs. Lenda Jeanette
follows: reckless driving 2; DWI
Easley and Baby Boy, Rt. 7 7,
in
2; no operator's license 3; Mayfield,
Mrs. Ruby Edith
speeding 5; public drunkenness Miller,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Eunice
5; unnecessary noise 3; improper Lawrence,
Rt. 1, S edalia.
registration 1; wrecks 12; improper parking tickets 44;
We need good used cars, preferably local
breaking and entering reports 8. AGENTS WIN SUIT
and Term. cars, because we have built ourOf the 21 persons charged, nine LOS ANGELES UPI(--A $15
used car business on clean local cars. We
charges were filed away and million damage suit filed by 49
•
three with 12 persons being undercover state narcotics
paying PREMIUM PRICES for good caliber
agents against the weekly Los
prosecuted as charged.
used cars on new Cadillac's. Oldsmobiles, and
Angeles Free Press -Wks settled
Pontiac&
Thursday for $43,000/
LOSE LICENSES
The
agents
initiated
the
suit
Two persons from Calloway
County have recently had their after the underground newspaHere is what we have to offer in '714nodels
drivers licenses suspended ac- per published their names,
addresses
and
telephone
numlist
the
released
by
the
cording to
at the present .... with more on the way
Department of Public Safety. ber in a story headlined "Know
Your
Neighbor
Narc."
They are: Hedy Tucker Walker,
414 S. 18th St., Murray and J. L.
CROWD BEATS LAWMAKER
Green, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
VIDOR, Tex. (UPI)—Citizens
at a City Council meeting,
angry at a councilman who
98's and 88's— a large selection of Cutlasses
demanded a policeman be
dismissed, swarmed on him and
BENTON, Ky., April 21—Mar,. beat him up Thursday night in
the. council chambers.
vin Coursey, 72, retired farmer
The 'victim, Councilman Euof Benton Rt. 2, died at 12:05
a.m. today at Hilltop Rest Home gene Scott, promised to file
charges. However, the entire
'in Kuttawa:
Grandville's, Bonneville's Catalina's and Lemans,
police force, also angered by
Mr. Courses! was a member of the council action, resigned
also Grand Prix, and our new Venturi II, Priced
New Harmony Baptist Church. after the meeting.
survived
by
,
three
daughis
He
Mayor Julian Greer, who
from $2,495a.
'ers. Mrs_ Willoby Harrison and became Actiqg Police Chief,
Miss Blois Coursey, both of Ben- had to call in trange County
ton Rt. 2, a n d Mrs. Garland sheriff's deputies
to restore
.McMarriss- of Symsonia Rt. 1: order in the town of 8,500.
two sons, Randall and Sherrill
Sorry, we are still behind on our sold orders;
Coursey, both of Symsonia Rt.
four sisters, Mrs. Noah Peck MARXIST MAYOR WINS
see us in June.
TOKYO (UPI) — Ryokichi
Of CalVert-Lity lit.'7, Mrs. Kate
Minobe,
67,
a
Marxist
economBentOn
R0
6. Mrs. Joe
Ford of
was
Rayburn and Mrs.'Ellis Wiley, ics , professor, today
Come by and let A.('. Sanders, Jim Kuykendall, and Wells
both of Murray'. a brother, Bill inauteurated into his second
Pur•c
(lim Jr.. show you our cars: make you a "Sharp
Coursey of Calvert City Rt. 2: four•year term as governor of
Pen 1" deal; and figure your financing to suit your
grandchildren and.two Tokyo: the world's most popupock Book.
• . lous city.
great•grandchildrk." • 1.
We are open until 6:00 in the evenings and will come any
Minobe, who gained wide
time after hours, by appointment.
Funeral rites,win be (I:induct, popularity
among women with
/NH
ed Friday at 1 p.m. at Collier- his friendly television
chats on
Funeral Chapel by the 4tev. A-. ,
how to stretch the household
M. Johncon and the Rev. Mayo
sAmisfirld. 11 rial will be in budget, won his second term
Middlefork Cemetery With neph- April 11 by a 2-1 landslide over
/1 .1,
/1
the candidate handpicked by
ews serving as pallbearers.
Friends moy call at the Id- Japan's Conservative Prime
MAIN STREET
Minister, Eisakku Sato.
neriiI

Finance Committee WI
Named For Campaign

Persons Fined In Hazel Court.ri

ening

Quotes

Seen & Heard . . .

News

See

Today's Stock
Market

Z.eitem /ogeeic/A4

Pledge Class To
Sponsor Car Wash

Spring Specials

Brand NEW 1971 Model
Cadilacs—Oldsmobiles—
Pontiacs
Going At Year End Prices

SHOE SALE
SAVEuPT050%

We realize that the new 1971 models are higher
in price; But, do you, the used car owner,
realize that your car has increated in value
accordance with the new cars, making your
trade difference similar to past years.
Ky.

SALE ENDS SATURDAY AT 5:00
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